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This master thesis represents the final stage of my current education as well as the start
of a hopefully promising academic career. Moreover, it reflects the broader positioning in
which I expect to conduct my future research. As such, it can only be appropriate to
combine the motivation for this master thesis with a prospect of my academic journey
ahead in this foreword.
The central tenet of my motivation reflects a deep concern with some serious flaws in
the most dominant economic system of our global society: capitalism. Societies that have
based their economies on this system need continuous (economic) growth to be able to
sustain a stable environment for its inhabitants. As Tim Jackson (2009) so rightfully
argues in his book, such unlimited growth exercises pressure on the natural environment
beyond its physical carrying capacity. Consequently, this pressure has led to, and still
leads to, depletion of natural resources and climate change. It is my conviction that the
key for reducing pressure on the natural environment lies with either a modification of
the capitalistic system or, more extremely, with an alternative system. It would truly be
a privilege to commit my future academic career to challenging economic systems from
an environmental perspective and proposing the modifications or alternatives necessary
for reducing pressure on the natural environment.
This thesis symbolizes the first step of this commitment. I have chosen the subject of
REDD institutionalization for a number of reasons. First, in my view, REDD represents a
proposal for modifying an economic system by internalizing externalities through the
valuation of ecosystem services. An acquaintance with this mechanism would be a good
stepping stone for the future contributions mentioned above. Furthermore, forests attract
my attention through their mysterious character. Mankind pretends to know quite a lot
about them, but still there are vast tracts of forested lands that are rarely visited by
humans. Particularly the Amazon symbolizes an extraordinary complex basin of various
ecosystems that are incomprehensibly intertwined. The sheer beauty of this area as well
as the many curiosities yet to be discovered and appreciated ask for and almost demand
protection. It is an honor to dedicate this thesis to a humble improvement of human
efforts to do so. Finally, my personal affiliation with the Brazilian culture, the language
and its nature stimulated me to pursue this academic endeavor.

Richard van der Hoff
Werkendam, May 2013
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Summary
Deforestation poses a huge problem in global efforts to reduce carbon emissions, which
are necessary for climate change mitigation. The Brazilian Amazon alone is responsible
for about half of this deforestation and thus requires effective policies and mechanisms to
preserve its rainforest. The concept of Reducing Emissions through Deforestation and
Forest Degradation (REDD) provides such a mechanism, which contributes to reducing
deforestation by valuing the ecosystem services of forests like the Amazon. Countries
across the globe tend to implement REDD rather differently, among which Brazil stands
out through the application of a voluntary fund as financing mechanism. This not only
suggests that REDD is susceptible to interpretation, but also indicates that the
materialization or institutionalization depends on domestic factors. This research
therefore argues for an institutional approach to REDD in Brazil.
Institutions should be understood a set of rules, values, norms and beliefs that are
embedded within preexisting cultures, social structures and routines. Institutionalization
thus becomes the process of embedding novel ideas and mechanisms into this
institutional context. The theoretical framework of this research draws attention to three
dimensions of an institution, which consist of regulative, normative and cognitive
elements. The materialization of new ideas and mechanism occurs within these elements
and are driven by coercion, normative pressure and mimesis. This theoretical framework
is applied to the grand narrative of REDD, which reconstructs the various interpretations
related to REDD in Brazil.
The grand narrative of REDD in Brazil tells a story of how various actors make sense
the mechanism and, subsequently, how these efforts come to shape REDD in Brazil.
There are two main interpretations of REDD in Brazil. One interpretation argues that
REDD resolves around efforts to reduce carbon emissions. Carbon is seen as a product
that can be transformed into carbon credits and traded on appropriate markets. This
interpretation is called the market-based carbon conservation approach. The other
interpretation has a more broadly defined understanding of REDD. This interpretation
stresses the importance of development in efforts to reduce deforestation in the Amazon.
In addition, it argues for a more central role of the government rather than a market for
carbon.

This

interpretation

is

called

the

governmentally

controlled

development

approach. While both interpretations are free to exist in Brazil, observations show that
the latter is more dominantly present. This stems from the institutional context in which
REDD is embedded.
The analysis of the grand narrative of REDD institutionalization in Brazil distinguishes
a number of key explanatory factors. First, it confirms that REDD is highly susceptible to
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interpretation, which allowed Brazil to develop its own interpretation of the mechanism.
At the same time, however, these interpretations only partially institutionalize in Brazil as
any aspect beyond carbon does not materialize in rules nor in objects. More important,
the institutionalization is guided by two main aspects in the institutional context of Brazil.
One aspect refers to the predominant governmental occupation with sovereignty, which
largely dismissed any references to carbon credits from national REDD debates. This
explains how the governmentally controlled development approach to REDD became
dominant in Brazil. The other aspect concerns a predominant governmental occupation
with development, which merged with environmental interests since the 1990s. This
explains how Brazil developed an interpretation of REDD that stresses development
rather than conservation.
The analysis of the process of institutionalization in Brazil indicates that the most
important underlying driver has been coercion. This coercion stimulated REDD away from
a carbon focus and towards development, which stems from the predominant
occupations of governmental organizations in Brazil. As such, the analysis shows that
path dependence has been a strong factor in the institutionalization process. This does
not mean that processes of normative pressure or mimesis have been absent. However,
these latter processes occurred primarily at the international level and predated the
introduction of REDD in Brazil. Moreover, these processes are not able to explain the
uniqueness of REDD in Brazil.
Policy-makers should be aware of the interpretive susceptibility of REDD and act
accordingly. They have the option of supporting this interpretive character to facilitate
institutionalization processes, but at the same time need to be aware that materialization
will be a challenge with respect to some aspects. Another option is to curb the
susceptibility of interpretation, making the mechanism more predictable for actors
involved. Recommendations for future research concern a more in-depth analysis of the
institutionalization process of REDD in Brazil, scrutiny of the relation between national
and international debates, and applying the findings to other countries.
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1.

Introduction

The world today is haunted by a variety of crises, affecting economic, social and
environmental dimensions of society. In 2008 the world plunged into financial and
economic crises with which most countries still struggle today. An increasing number of
natural resources, such as energy and food, are ever more scarce due to the growing
human population. Despite great advances in modern society, poverty remains a
pressing issue. Finally, scientists have acquainted the world with global climate change
just a few decades ago. The world is eager to find a solution for the situation we are
living in as the urgency for addressing these problems rises.

The dominant discourse

points towards the concept of sustainable development as the road to salvation from the
problems

above.

The

Brundtland

Report

described

sustainable

development

as

“development that meets the needs of current generations without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (WCED, 1987, p. 45). A significant
part of this type of sustainable development is related to extraction of natural resources,
of which (tropical) deforestation is one of the central focus points (see section 1.1). A
great variety of strategies, policies and mechanisms have been designed to reduce
deforestation. This thesis focuses on Payments for Ecosystem Services (PES), and more
specifically, Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD) as a
mechanism that contributes to sustainable development. The first section of this chapter
introduces the subject and provides the main argument this research. Section 1.2 derives
the research objectives from this argument and formulates a research question. The final
section outlines the remnant chapters of this dissertation.

1.1.

The challenge of reducing deforestation

Policy-makers and scholars across the globe should significant interest in forests and
their importance in, primarily, climate change debates (FAO, 2011; World Bank, 2008).
Among proposals to include forests in climate change mitigation strategies, REDD
attracts the most attention at the international level (UN,2011) as well as national level
(GCP, 2008). This section elaborates on the importance of forests for climate change
mitigation (section 1.1.1) as well as the particular interest that policy-makers and
scholars take in REDD (section 1.1.2).
1.1.1.

The importance of forests

The interest in forests stems from the wide variety of ecosystem services they provide to
the international community. These ecosystem services generally refer to the ‘supply of
valuable products and materials, support and regulation of environmental conditions and
provision of cultural and aesthetic benefits’ (Foley et al., 2007: p.25). These products
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and services range from food, medicines, building materials, minerals and metals to
biodiversity protection and climate regulation. This means that (tropical) rainforests are
vital in addressing, for example, health problems (e.g. providing medicines) and climate
change (as CO2 basin) (Costanza et al., 1997). They even have a role to play in solving
social dilemmas (World Bank, 2008). All in all, forests are important for sustaining our
societies and thus worth preserving.
The problem is that worldwide forest cover is diminishing rapidly. According to a
report by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) the world has annually lost over 5
million hectares of forests between 2000 and 2010 (FAO, 2011). Although this has been
a reduction compared to the preceding decade (8 million hectares), it still means we lose
a forested area equivalent to the size of Costa Rica each year. Considering all the
ecosystem services these forests provide, deforestation clearly remains a major problem
for human societies, and therefore requires immediate attention and a significant place
on the international agenda. Brazil is the largest contributor to these deforestation rates.
Between 2000 and 2010, the Amazon annually lost an average of 2.6 million hectares of
primary forest cover (FAO, 2011). These actual annual deforestation rates vary from 2.8
million hectares in 2004 to 0.7 million hectares in 2010, indicating a significant decline
(Butler, 2010). Last year, however, the deforestation rate slightly increased again

Figure 1-1: Accumulative deforestation in Brazilian Amazon until 2011 (source: Imazon, 2011)
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(Keulemans, 2011). Although this reduction is without a doubt a significant achievement,
it still represents (by far) the highest annual deforestation rate in the world, equivalent to
over two times the size of Luxembourg. In total, the Brazilian Amazon has lost
approximately 68 million hectares (or 17%) of its original forest cover (IPAM, 2011; see
figure 1-1). Moreover, the relative Brazilian contribution to global deforestation has
actually increased from about 35% in 1990-2000 to just over 50% in 2000-2010 (FAO,
2011). These figures underscore the importance of policy interventions with respect to
deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon. REDD is currently the most widely discussed form
of such policy interventions.
1.1.2.

Discussions on REDD

Since its official introduction in 2007, REDD commanded attention from both policymakers and scholars across the globe. The mechanism provoked the elaboration of
programs and strategies at the international level (UN, 2011) as well as the national level
(Champagne & Roberts, 2009; IPAM, 2011). In addition, scholars have shown interest in
technical, financial and moral aspects of REDD (Agrawal, Nepstad & Chhatre, 2011;
CIFOR, 2012; see also chapter 2). REDD introduced the idea that countries making an
effort to reduce (mostly tropical) deforestation should be financially compensated for
doing so (GCP, 2008). These countries, including Brazil, are indeed providing the world
an ecosystem service (i.e. avoiding carbon emissions) that benefits the entire planet
(Wunder, 2007). As such, REDD offers an opportunity for countries like Brazil to receive
some financial support in their efforts to further reduce deforestation in the Amazon. This
rather novel approach to environmental policy-making is an important reason for the
widespread attention it commands.
Despite the widespread interest it attracts, however, most literature remains fairly
vague about how to organize the proposed transfer of financial resources. UN-REDD, for
example, argues for international organization of these resources from which policies at
the national level can be financed (UN, 2011). National approaches to REDD differ in an
array

of

aspects

related

to

its

scope

(i.e.

deforestation,

degradation

and/or

enhancement), reference level (i.e. historic, current and/or projected emissions),
distribution (i.e. based on emissions reductions, carbon stock and/or opportunity costs)
and financing (i.e. direct market, voluntary fund and/or hybrid) (GCP, 2009). Brazil, for
example, prefers to finance REDD at the national level through its Amazon Fund, making
it the only country to rely solely on voluntary funds (Champagne & Roberts, 2009; GCP,
2008). Other advocates of REDD argue for involvement of private initiatives in REDD
(e.g. Lang, 2012). These observations suggest that the mechanism is highly susceptible
to interpretation and, in extension, is very likely to be affected by exogenous factors.
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Depending on the actors involved and the context in which it is embedded, REDD
solidifies (or institutionalizes) in very different ways across the globe.
Surprisingly, there is not much scholarly literature that scrutinizes the way REDD
institutionalizes within different contexts and among different actors. Orientations with
respect to the available literature on REDD do not seem to observe such research focus.
CIFOR (2012), for example, identifies three generations of REDD research. The first
generation focuses on REDD designs and learning experiences from related initiatives.
The second generation addresses the political economy that REDD creates and
implementation of REDD projects. The third and final generation involves impact
assessments. These proposed generations of scholarly literature seem to imply a rather
high degree of certainty about how one should understand REDD, therefore largely
neglecting the important question of why REDD materializes differently across the globe.
The brief discussion of REDD in this chapter suggests the involvement of interpretations,
but how does this interpretive process work? How does do contextual factors respond to
the introduction of these interpretations? This thesis addresses these questions by taking
an institutional approach to REDD.

1.2.

Objectives and research questions

The main objective of this thesis is to contribute to the currently modest body of
institutional research on REDD. The emergence of REDD in environmental policy-making
offers the unique opportunity to enhance our understanding of how a single mechanism
institutionalizes differently across the globe. This research isolates the process of REDD
institutionalization in Brazil for close scrutiny, mainly because deforestation in the
Brazilian Amazon is the most severe and the Brazilian approach to REDD is generally
unique in the world. The findings of this study should provide a deeper understanding of
the institutionalization process of REDD in Brazil. More specifically, it should provide a
deeper understanding of the interaction between individual interpretations and the
institutional context in which these exist. This research hopes to encourage peer scholars
to apply the findings of this study to REDD in other countries, which would allow for
comparison of institutionalization processes of one single idea and, ideally, for an
enhanced understanding of institutionalization in general.
In addition to scientific contributions, this research contains a strong societal
relevance as well. An enhanced understanding of the institutionalization process of REDD
would enable policy-makers to extend beyond performance indicators of individual REDD
projects and programs. This means that this research aims to equip policy-makers with
institutional knowledge that causes REDD to better embed in the unique context it
encounters. The ultimate goal is to contribute to the construction of an effective and
efficient mechanism that reduces deforestation and coherent carbon emissions.

4
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The research questions need to address two important aspects of institutionalization
implied in these objectives. First, it requires an understanding of the construction of and
complex relations between the various interpretations of REDD in Brazil. Second, it
requires in depth knowledge about the institutional context in which REDD is currently
embedding. Combining these two elements, this research should provide knowledge of
how various interpretations of REDD in brazil institutionalize within their institutional
context. The following research questions reflect this approach to institutionalization:

Which factors determine the process of institutionalization of REDD in Brazil?
•

Which interpretations with respect to REDD compete in Brazil?

•

Which factors in the institutional context affect these interpretations?

•

How does the interaction between individual interpretation and institutional
context create the current situation with respect to REDD in Brazil?

1.3.

Outline

The remainder of this thesis answers the questions mentioned above. The next chapter
starts with an elaboration on the available knowledge about the Brazilian context with
respect to deforestation in the Amazon as well as the main scientific debates concerning
REDD. This elaboration strengthens the considerations made in this chapter as well as
provides the basis for specifying a conceptual framework. This conceptual framework, as
presented in chapter 3, builds on the proclaimed importance of interpretations in the
institutionalization process of REDD in Brazil. Chapter 4 scrutinizes the empirical material
with respect to REDD in Brazil, while chapter 5 digests these data and analyzes the
information it yields. The final chapter concludes this dissertation with remarks about the
institutionalization process of REDD in Brazil and leaves some recommendations for
policy-makers as well as future research.

5
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2.

REDD in forest and climate debates

Interpretations do not emerge spontaneously. Actors largely derive their interpretations
of REDD from the available knowledge about the mechanism and the context in which it
is placed. This chapter provides a comprehensive literature review with regard to REDD
in Brazil that reflects this knowledge base. In addition, it should fortify the arguments
made in the previous chapter. The first section starts with the Brazilian context of
deforestation in the Amazon, which elaborates on the processes that drive deforestation
as well as the governmental policies that addressed this environmental problem in the
past two decades. Subsequent sections discuss the emergence of REDD with respect to
the underlying ideas and their introduction and development at the international and
national level. Section 2.4 digs deeper into REDD debates and provides an overview of
the main points of discussion currently reflected in scholarly literature. The chapter
concludes with some final remarks on this literature review.

2.1.

Deforestation in Brazil

The majority of scientific literature on deforestation dynamics focuses on the agricultural,
forestry and mining sectors, which support the majority of GDP in Brazil (USDA-FAS,
2009). Within these sectors, cattle ranching is by far contributing the most to
deforestation through its huge appetite for land (Barona et al., 2010; Bowman et al.,
2011; Greenpeace, 2009; Nepstad, Stickler & Almeida, 2006; World Bank, 2004). Second
place goes to the soy industry, which gained strong incentives to increase production
(and demand for land) at the end of the previous decade (Phillips, 2008). Scholars
believe that about 23% of the total deforestation rates in the Amazon could be explained
by soy production alone, while combined with cattle ranching it explains up to 80%
(Barone et al., 2010; Barreto & Silva, 2010). Other contributing sectors include (illegal)
logging and mining (Gutierrez-Velez & MacDicken, 2008; Phillips, 2009). Some scholars
have even tried to explain the deforestation dynamics through concurrence of various
economic activities in different parts of the world. Cleuren (2001) provides a scrutiny of
deforestation in Brazil, among other countries, which explains that three distinctive
frontiers (intensive agriculture, extensive agriculture and extraction) put pressure on the
Amazon directly (cutting forests) and indirectly (pressing other frontiers towards the
forest). Despite their undisputable impact on the Brazilian Amazon, these sectors alone
do not cover the whole variety of dynamics involved in deforestation processes.
Underlying forces are at play.
Adding to these scholarly perspectives, an increasing body of literature focuses on
governmental policies as the main driver of deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon as they
provide incentives to do so to the economic activities described above. Historically the
Brazilian government has created policies (e.g. tax cuts, tax holidays and concessions) in
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favor of large scale agriculture and other economic activities to promote colonization and
development of the Legal Amazon (Barrreto & Silva, 2010; Hecht & Cockburn, 1989). In
addition, the government has constructed infrastructure projects of which the BelémBrasília highway is an example (CIFOR, 2010; Hecht & Cockburn, 1989). However, the
government has also indirectly caused incentives to deforest through the political
economy created with its various development programs. Most of this literature has
focused on ill-defined and insecure property rights that resulted from efforts to develop
the Amazon colonization times dating as far back as colonial times, but more directly
during the military rule between 1964 and 1985 (Araujo et al., 2009; Hecht & Cockburn,
1989; Pupim de Oliveira, 2008). These scholars explain that defects in the Amazonian
property rights regime enhanced deforestation by incentivizing a struggle to obtain and
maintain property rights. While the Brazilian Institute of Environment and Renewable
Natural Resources (IBAMA) requires 80% of private property to be occupied by standing
forest, the National Institute for Colonization and Agrarian Reform (INCRA) assigned legal
property rights to land owners that put their land into production for a minimum of 5
consecutive years, which often means replacing forests with agricultural production
(Pupim de Oliveira, 2008). Corruption within the government further enhances
complications (Rajão, 2011). This was visible in the state of Mato Grosso, for example,
which issued land titles to an area almost 5 million hectares greater than the state itself
(Hecht & Cockburn, 1989: p.168). In addition, the Brazilian government has a serious
lack of capacity to effectively enforce upon its regulations, which explain violations of
environmental law (Cleuren, 2001).
Although the ill-defined and insecure property rights regime has contributed
significantly to deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon, scholars increasingly observe
governmental efforts to curb this trend. Environmental policies began to make significant
progress in the 1990s, amending the Forest Code to require 80% (instead of 50%) of
private property to consist of native forests (see previous section) as well as raising fines
for non-compliance to environmental legislation (Barreto & Silva, 2010). In addition, the
Brazilian government established conservation units in the Amazon region, currently
amounting approximately 192.8 million hectares or 38% of the Brazilian Amazon (IPAM,
2011). Many scholars consider this latter intervention to be the most contributing factor
for the enormous reduction in deforestation between 2004 and 2010 (see previous
chapter) despite the many challenges posed to their implementation (Barreto & Silva,
2010; Fearnside, 2003; IPAM, 2011). The successes in reducing deforestation have
seemingly stimulated the Brazilian government to set the voluntary target of 80% below
the historical annual deforestation rate as well as a 36.1%-38.9% reduction of GHG
emissions (IPAM, 2011). At the same time, however, one should question whether the
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successes in reducing deforestation can be sustained in the future, especially considering
the pending crises with which this thesis started its argument.
The scholarly literature in this section suggests that REDD emerges in a context that
is characterized by ambiguous incentives with respect to deforestation. This ambiguity
largely stems from the observation that governmental legislation (currently) both
stimulates and aims to reduce deforestation, especially with respect to private property
rights. Although environmental policies increasingly gain more prominence, the status
quo with respect to deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon seems to require a rather
different, more comprehensive approach in order to meet reduction targets. REDD
provides a response to this requirement.

2.2.

The foundations of REDD

In order to understand the concept of REDD, it is useful to consider the underlying
debates constitute its foundations. The best starting point is the international climate
debate, where United Nations Conference of Sustainable Development (UNCSD), held in
June 2012 in Rio de Janeiro, represents its most recent developments. This event mainly
focused on two subjects: (a) developing a green economy and (b) providing an
institutional framework for sustainable development (see www.uncsd2012.org). While the
latter focusses on legislative and political arrangements and can be perceived as a
continuation of the existing debates, the former has been newly introduced into the
international policy arena (UN, 2010). Since debates related to forests have been framed
(for the most part) within this new concept, it is important to elaborate on the role of
forests within this green economy.
The notion of a green economy starts with the concept of ecosystem services, which
are, as already mentioned in the first chapter, considered to be vital for human life.
Various initiatives at the global level, such as the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment of
the United Nations (UN), aim to incorporate the importance of these services in political
as well as corporate decision making (GEF, 2012). Since the last decade of the previous
millennium scientific research has focused mainly on the question of how to value
ecosystem services and incorporate these values in global economics (Costanza et al.,
1997). Various approaches to valuation of ecosystem services aim at tackling multiple
and seemingly paradoxical issues of nature conservation and poverty alleviation while
still enabling economic development and growth through the principles of green
economics (Green Economy Coalition, 2012; see also section 1.1).
The idea of valuing ecosystem services is largely embodied in the concept of
Payments for Ecosystem Services (PES), which has drawn much interest in the previous
decade. The logic behind PES asserts that some (new) commodities are increasingly
becoming more scarce and should therefore be included into our economic systems
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through valuation (Constanza et al., 1998; Wunder, 2007). PES thus values preservation
of ecosystems and includes this into economic decision-making. In terms of ecological
economics, PES aims to internalize externalities into the world economy (Tietenberg &
Lewis, 2010). This concept could be applied to a wide variety of ecosystems, of which
forests provide an excellent example. Forests provide various ecosystem services of
which carbon sequestration is, given the importance of climate mitigation, currently the
most debated. What PES aims to do in relation to this is to provide a market where
various actors can compensate their emissions by paying land owners to preserve their
standing forests (Chichilnisky & Heal, 1998; Wunder, 2007). Although there are
differences

in

how

PES

translates

itself,

its

very

nature

remains

to

enhance

commodification of nature through the ecosystem services it provides. Ideally, at least
according to PES, this should translate to neoliberal approaches to conservation involving
free trade of commodities (Roth & Dressler, 2012).
The example given above, where PES was applied to forest conservation, is exactly
what the mechanism Reducing Emissions through Deforestation and Forest Degradation
(REDD) implies. REDD provides the mechanism to set up a PES system in order to
compensate forested areas to reduce their carbon emissions by preserving or even
enhancing these areas (GCP, 2008). This mechanism would be especially important in
the Brazilian Amazon, where REDD projects could enable a reduction of 2-5% of global
carbon emissions (Nepstad et al., 2009). However, REDD has undergone quite some
changes since its official introduction in 2006, which have had important impacts on the
successfulness of the mechanism. The story itself provides interesting insights for this
research.

2.3.

REDD in national and international debates

The history of REDD is not at all extensive, but nonetheless the concept has developed
substantively. The first early version of REDD emerged in 2003 during COP9 in Milan,
where the Amazon Environmental Research Institute (IPAM) introduced the concept of
‘Compensated Reduction of Deforestation’ (IPAM, 2011). This concept argued that
countries that reduce emissions through deforestation should be financially compensated,
but it was claimed to be inadequate mostly due to methodological reasons related to
carbon monitoring (p.39). Even though this concept was rejected, it did provide the basis
for REDD. After some modifications, the official introduction of REDD took place in 2005
during COP11 in Montreal where, initiated by a coalition of Papua New Guinea and Costa
Rica, the idea of Reducing Emissions from Deforestation in Developing Countries (RED)
was launched (Agrawal, Nepstad & Chhatre, 2011). This proposal argued that the costs
of conserving tropical forests should be shared by the international community, which
reflects an understanding of forests as a global common (IPAM, 2011: p.23). Two years
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later, during COP13 in 2007, REDD was officially accepted in the Bali Action Plan, where
the initial idea had been expanded to include forest degradation as well (UNFCCC, 2007).
These initial years of REDD raised a lot of expectations and excitement within the global
community (CIFOR, 2012). REDD was able to reduce carbon emissions while at the same
time reduce poverty. REDD would be a quick and cheap solution. Landowners would be
able to make money by conserving their forests, which made it distinctive from other
conservation strategies.
From this moment debates about REDD started to amend the concept significantly,
adding to its complexity (Agrawal, Nepstad & Chattre, 2011). Immediately one year
after, following the 2008 negotiations in COP14 in Poznan, REDD was expanded to
include nature conservation, sustainable management of forests and enhancement of
carbon stocks, changing the name into REDD+. This was also the year that the United
Nations launched an international program for REDD (UN-REDD), which aims to support
policy development and strengthening national institutions (UN, 2011). In 2010, right
after COP16 in Cancún, REDD+ expanded to include ‘safeguards’, referring to protection
against human rights violations and adverse effects on local forest dependent
communities and indigenous people. Currently there are debates about the evolution of
REDD+ to REDD++, including emissions from all land uses, without much development.
Since its introduction the idea of REDD has created a wide variety of institutions
worldwide, such as the Forest Carbon Partnership Facility (FCPF), Forest Investment
Program (FIP) and UN-REDD (CIFOR, 2012: p.33).
The Brazilian government has developed REDD slightly different in comparison with
other countries. Instead of adopting the original idea of REDD to create a market for
carbon credits, the Brazilian government proposed the idea of a voluntary fund to finance
reductions in deforestation. This Amazon Fund, created in 2006, still finds its basis in the
proposal by IPAM in 2003, but has been modified towards a mechanism supported by
voluntary donations from other governments and organizations (IPAM, 2011). Currently
Brazil remains the only country to have REDD projects based solely on voluntary funds,
largely funded by the Norwegian government (GCP, 2008). Even though Brazil made
voluntary commitments to reduce deforestation under the wing of UNFCCC, the country
does not take part in the UN-REDD program (IPAM, 2011; The REDD Desk, 2011). At the
moment Brazil is developing its own legal framework for REDD at the national level in
which projects can be embedded (Champagne & Roberts, 2009). Here, too, questions
remain open about REDDs development and the actors involved, this time with a
particular focus on its Brazilian articulation.
It is interesting to see that REDD has expanded from a mere focus on reducing
carbon emissions via inclusion of forest and nature conservation to including a social
dimension. Similar developments have occurred at the national level, where REDD takes
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on the identity of the particular country in addition to international influences. These
findings imply that REDD has the tendency to bulge far beyond the original boundaries of
a concept based on carbon reductions only. It still remains an important question to be
asked is why these changes have occurred and who were involved in these
developments, where part of the answer inevitably involves the variety of interests of the
many stakeholders of REDD.

2.4.

Challenges in the implementation process

The process of the conceptual development of REDD in Brazil, as discussed in the
previous section did not occur without the necessary challenges. These challenges refer
to estimating carbon reductions and their costs (section 2.4.1), financing REDD (section
2.4.2) and benefit sharing (section 2.4.3).
2.4.1.

Providing technical and financial information

The availability of information on deforestation trends and carbon emissions is an
important prerequisite for making policies that reduce deforestation. Issues related to
this provision of information already starts with the very definition of deforestation. As a
report by IPAM (2011) argues, this was one of the criticisms of the very first initiative to
compensate for reducing deforestation (see previous section). The Kyoto Protocol, for
example, identifies forests as having “a minimum area of land of 0.05-1.00 hectares with
tree cover of more than 10-30% with trees with the potential to reach a minimum height
of 2.5 meters at maturity” (UN, 2005), while the Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO) identifies forests as “land spanning more than 0.5 hectares with trees higher than
5 meters and a canopy cover of more than 10% (FAO, 2010). These definitions not only
have impact on monitoring the deforestation rate in a particular area, but also affect
related carbon emissions and thus complicate acquiring knowledge about the impact of
REDD. As such, the importance of interpretations is inevitable.
Adding to the ambiguity in definitions, models that project carbon emissions through
deforestation often differ in their model assumptions, which inevitably yields diverting
Business-as-Usual (BaU) as well as future projections. In addition, it appears that these
assumptions continually change over time. This is clearly visible in scholarly literature. In
2004, a research led by Soares-Filho estimated their BaU scenario “based on historical
patterns

of

law

enforcement,

agricultural

credit,

agricultural

extension,

social

organization and investments, and agrarian trends” (Soares-Filho et al, 2004: p.749).
Two years later, after deforestation declined since 2004, a research led by the same
researcher based the BaU scenario on the assumptions that “recent deforestation trends
will continue, highways currently scheduled for pavement will be paved, compliance with
legislation requiring forest reserves on private lands will remain low, and new protected
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areas will not be created” (Soares-Filho et al., 2006: p.520). Figure 1-1 shows their
results. This change in assumptions for BaU scenarios does not merely mean an
abandonment of simply relying on historical accounts. It means that the deforestation
rates in the BaU scenarios will be different, which inherently implies that the (avoided)
carbon emissions will be different. It also means that ‘governance scenarios’, which are
based on BaU scenarios, will be different. As discussed below, this will ultimately have its
effect on cost estimations of REDD. This illustrates that it is very difficult to know how
much carbon is emitted and how much carbon emissions will be reduced as a
consequence of REDD projects.

Figure 2-1: Example of baseline projecting (Nepstad et al., 2009: p.1350)

Monitoring carbon emissions has three more complications that all relate to the
nature of carbon. The first is additionality, which refers to the reduction of greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions in addition to what would occur in the absence of a REDD project
(IPAM, 2011: p.41). This involves the risk that one pays for reductions of emissions that
would have occurred anyway (Agrawal, Nepstad & Chhatre, 2011). The second addresses
the issue of leakage, which concerns the change in GHG emissions that occurs beyond
the range of influence of a REDD project (e.g. due to increased deforestation in an
adjacent area) while at the same time can be measured and attributed to the project
activity (IPAM, 2011: p.41). Since GHG emissions do not confine themselves to socially
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constructed boundaries, one runs the risk of including GHG emissions or reductions that
do not result from a REDD project. Finally, one needs to take into account “the residence
time of carbon stored through sequestration or maintained at stable levels in forests
before it is released back into the future” (IPAM, 2011: p.41). This is called permanence,
which implies the risk that emission reductions of REDD projects today may be offset by
future deforestation (Agrawal, Nepstad & Chhatre, 2011). These three complications of
reducing carbon emissions imply that REDD projects need to target their project areas
carefully, that REDD projects are not restricted to the project area and that results of
REDD projects do not necessarily last.
Once information on deforestation trends and carbon emissions are available, one
turns to the financial consequences of reducing them. Many studies focus on estimating
the costs of these efforts. One study distinguishes between implementation costs,
opportunity costs and transaction costs (Pagiola & Bosquet, 2009). Implementation costs
are the direct costs associated with the execution of the REDD project. Transaction costs
are generally perceived as costs involved in establishing the transactions that make
REDD projects possible, transparent and credible, such as negotiation costs. Opportunity
costs involve the costs of foregone benefits, that is, the benefits that would occur if the
project would not be executed. This latter category is considered by many researchers to
be the most important cost type involved in REDD projects, arguing that opportunity
costs best reflect the total costs of REDD (CIFOR, 2012; Nepstad et al., 2008; Pagiola &
Bosquet, 2009). However, other researchers warn for some important considerations in
using the opportunity cost approach. One study points to some validity requirements,
such as application in a well-functioning market economy, existence of rational entities,
and resolution of additionality and leakage, and anticipate difficulties in case of illegal
activities (Gregerson, Lakany, Karsenty & White, 2010). While meeting requirements for
additionality and leakage is generally complicated (see previous section), illegal activities
still prevail in the Brazilian Amazon (Hecht & Cockburn, 1989; see also section 2.1).
Estimating the costs of REDD will turn out to be a challenging endeavor.
The issues described above concern the premise of REDD, that is, valuation of
ecosystem services, and illustrate the ambiguous and dynamic characteristics of the very
substance REDD aims to reduce as well as the costs of doing so. It is worth noting that
all information inevitably relies on scientific verification, approaching deforestation, and,
coherently, carbon, reductions in a very instrumental fashion. Finally, as the sequential
process of generating information moves from defining deforestation via measuring
deforestation rates and carbon emissions to estimating reduction costs, each link adds
understandings of deforestation (that is, what deforestation is, which factors drive it and
how it is connected to social systems) to the information produced. As such, one should
be aware of the importance of interpretation in this process.
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2.4.2.

Financing REDD projects

Assuming that the costs of REDD are accurately estimated, a next question is how to
balance these costs with financial resources. CIFOR (2012) asserts that current and
future financing strategies run along the line of private and public approaches, and
anything in between. The current public financing approach in Brazil, as largely
expressed through the Amazon Fund (see previous section), finds its roots in a
skepticism about the participation of REDD in carbon markets. The Brazilian government
fears that “a massive influx of REDD credits might depress international prices of carbon,
making it unviable to cover the costs of emissions reductions” (CIFOR, 2010: p.46).
Other reasons for this skepticism held by the Brazilian government involve fear of
providing industrial countries with an excuse to maintain the status quo as well as
difficulties with additionality, permanence and leakage (CIFOR, 2010; see also previous
section). However, public financing has its problems too. From a financial point of view,
the Amazon Fund relies heavily on its first and largest donator, the government of
Norway, which has the intention to donate almost 800 million euros in total. Other
donations come from the German government – 21 million euros – and a Brazilian oil
company – almost 3 million euros – (BNDES, 2012). Public financing thus relies on third
party generosity with relatively uncertain financial providence.
The Brazilian strategy of public finance inherently creates the problem of allocation,
that is, on which basis financial resources should be allocated to REDD projects. CIFOR
(2012) distinguishes between carbon market mechanisms and bilateral donation
mechanisms. Whereas the former invests in areas with high deforestation and high
carbon stocks with a focus on direct drivers of deforestation, the latter tends to follow
national priorities and political acceptability with a focus on the underlying, more indirect
factors of deforestation (e.g. political economy, enforcement and institutional capacity).
Considering this distinction, REDD in Brazil clearly takes a bilateral form through its
Amazon Fund as governmental organizations, such as the Brazilian National Bank for
Social and Economic Development (BNDES) and the Ministry of Environment (MMA), play
a central role in the allocation of its financial resources (BNDES, 2012; IPAM, 2011). The
Amazon Fund articulates some minimal requirements for resource allocation to projects,
including compliance to various laws and political strategies, contribution to REDD and
provision of measurable results. As such, the Amazon Fund allocates financial resources
based on predefined guidelines and requirements that do not explicitly concern
reductions in carbon emissions (Amazon Fund, 2012). Apart from the Amazon Fund,
various private initiatives operate independently from national REDD strategies. The
Madeirinhas Conservation Project and the Trocano Conservation Project in the state of
Amazonas, for example, are private initiatives that cover a total area of about 18.500
km2 and focusses on carbon reductions as well as rural development (CGV, n.d.). In such
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initiatives, the reductions in carbon emissions are explicitly articulated as they often
involve carbon credits (see Lang, 2012).
Even though one can observe both private and public REDD initiatives in Brazil, this
discussion about financial aspects indicates that the majority of the financial logistics of
REDD is controlled by governmental organizations. In light of the brief historical account
on deforestation policies in section 1.1, this would suggest a continuation of state control
applied to a novel policy mechanism. In addition, the government controlled voluntary
funding mechanism shows little resemblance to the initial proposal of REDD as a marketbased mechanism outlined in previous sections.
2.4.3.

Distributing benefits

After having gathered sufficient financial resources to execute REDD projects, a next
important question is how to distribute the benefits of these projects. Literature on this
aspect of REDD is scarce compared to the aspects discussed until this point, but
nonetheless discussions are fierce. Direct financial and economic benefits in terms of
monetary gains and sustainable products seem to have taken up the most interest in the
first years of REDD development in Brazil. CIFOR (2012) provides an effective account of
the debates around this aspect of REDD. The first and most important contribution of the
report to this research is its distinction between two discourses related to benefit sharing.
On the one hand, there is the so-called effectiveness and efficiency discourse, which
asserts that benefits should go to those who reduce emissions. This clearly has a PES
approach to benefit sharing. On the other hand the report identifies a number of equity
related discourses asserting that financial benefits should go to (1) actors with legal
rights (i.e. land owners, (2) low-emitting forest stewards (e.g. indigenous groups), (3)
those incurring costs (opportunity cost approach, see Nepstad et al., 2008) or (4)
effective implementers (e.g. private actors). However, project descriptions within the
Amazon Fund show that it often turns out to be a combination of various benefit sharing
strategies in practice (IPAM, 2011). These economic and financial benefits are disbursed
through cash transfers (PES), fiscal incentives, governance reforms and specific
deforestation policies.
Recently REDD debates have included the notion of safeguards into the discussions
on benefit sharing (see section 2.3). These safeguards do not merely involve indirect
non-financial benefits, such as employment, improved governance, ecosystems and
biodiversity protection, and climate stabilization, but include a variety of ecological and
social norms and values (CIFOR, 2012). The United Nations identifies seven safeguards in
the Cancún agreement, which are: (1) consistency with existing forest programs and
international agreements; (2) transparent and effective national forest governance
structures; (3) respect for the knowledge and rights of indigenous peoples and local
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communities; (4) full and effective participation of relevant stakeholders; (5) protection
of natural forests and biodiversity; (6) addressing the risk of reversals (‘permanence’);
and (7) addressing the risk of displacement of emissions (‘leakage’) (Greenpeace, 2011).
Interestingly, these safeguards do not only reflect the ecological and social benefits of
REDD, as they are perceived by many scholarly writings (e.g. Stickler et al., 2009), but
include issues with monitoring carbon emissions as well (see section 2.4.1). This implies
an important role for interpretations.
The observations in this section adequately reflect the ambiguity of REDD as a
general concept as well as the resulting susceptibility to interpretation. The variety of
available approaches to distributing economic benefits in combination with ambiguous
understandings of what safeguards entail suggest that REDD provides fertile ground for
debates inspired by normative viewpoints.

2.5.

Lessons from the literature

Assessing the information in previous sections, REDD could be characterized as an
ambiguous mechanism. Two factors underlie this ambiguity. First, ever since it was
introduced a near decade ago, the concept has been absorbing a wide variety of aspects
that need equal attention from policy-makers (see section 2.3). This bulging can be
understood as a combination of numerous interests put forth by actors involved as well
as the complex deforestation dynamics that ask for a comprehensive approach (see
section 2.1). The second factor involves an implementation process that is largely
susceptible to interpretation, which is especially evident with respect to the current
challenges to REDD (see section 2.4). The resulting ambiguity is not a static situation
where these factors separately operate, but is even amplified by a cross-fertilization of
these factors as they allow for mutual influence (e.g. information about deforestation
creates interpretations of the problem while at the same time interpretations about the
deforestation contribute to generating information). Considering this importance of
interpretations, it is surprising to see that the interpretive dimension of REDD has drawn
so little attention by scholars. Instead, scholars seem to understand REDD as a single
concept that still needs substantive and organizational elaboration rather than stressing
the interpretive plurality observed in this literature review.
Considering the interpretive susceptibility of REDD, substantive and organizational
elaborations with respect to Brazil seem to differ from the original concept as much as it
stands out from other REDD initiatives (already elaborated in chapter 1). Whereas the
original concept concerns a PES scheme inspired by a neoliberal philosophy (see section
2.2), Brazil develops a mechanism that is largely based on voluntary donations from
foreign governments and private actors (see section 2.3). Even though REDD in Brazil
still shows some resemblance to commodification of the ecosystem services of standing
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forests, it is rather the government than the market that plays a central role in REDD
implementation. In addition, Brazil seems to prefer reducing deforestation on their own
than in international cooperation through the UN. One could identify as an important
factor in this the observed bulging beyond the boundaries of the original concept (see
section 2.3), but a significant part of the explanation could also be found in Brazil’s
historical preference to deal with deforestation through governmental intervention (see
section 1.1).
It is exactly this uniqueness of REDD in Brazil, both in comparison with other
countries and with respect to the original concept, that scholarly literature fails to
explain. More specifically, it does not provide satisfactory information on which factors
have been important in establishing REDD in Brazil. In light of these observations, this
research argues for a closer scrutiny of how REDD establishes itself at the national level.
This requires an interpretive approach to REDD institutionalization in Brazil.
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3.

Theoretical and methodological framework

The previous chapters argue for a conceptual framework that draws attention to two
important aspects of REDD. This research first requires a deeper understanding about the
process of institutionalization and the mechanisms that drive it. This understanding
enables this research to explain the uniqueness of REDD in Brazil. Section 3.1 addresses
this theoretical perspective. As the institutionalization of REDD occurs through the
process of interpretation, the second requirement for this research is how interpretations
can be observed in society. More specifically, it needs a set of tools with which these
interpretations can be identified in REDD debates. Section 3.2 elaborates on interpretive
approaches to understanding REDD. The chapter concludes with the construction of a
conceptual framework that combines institutional theory and interpretive analysis.

3.1.

Institutional theory

Before explaining theoretical perspectives on the institutionalization process, it is useful
to elucidate the concept of institutions. Section 3.1.1 provides this elucidation, while the
subsequent section elaborates on the driving forces of institutionalization.
3.1.1.

Institutions and institutionalization

Institutional theory consists of extensive literature that scrutinize institutions from a
number of perspectives, which scholars identify quite similarly. Scott (1995), a reviewer
of institutional literature, identifies a regulative, normative and cognitive dimension of
institutions in scholarly literature, which represent formal and informal rules, values and
norms, and beliefs and understandings. Each institutional dimension stresses the
importance of different aspects, which do not necessarily exclude each other. On the
contrary, Scott suggests that these dimensions are interrelated and reciprocally affect
each other. The combination of these different perspectives, which will be further
elaborated below, regards institutions to be a stabilizing force to social behavior as well
as a means to make sense of the world. This implies that institutions are as much
enabling actors to carry out everyday activities in society as they are constraining it to
maintain and increase the predictability of this society. Institutions are embedded in and
transmitted through so-called ‘carriers’ which consist of cultures, social structures and
routines and form a system where institutions and carriers reciprocally influence each
other. The same holds for the relation between actors and institutions, where actors aim
to modify or create institutions as much as institutions have an impact on their behavior.
Here it becomes clear that institutions are a set of rules, values, norms and beliefs that
are embedded within preexisting cultures, social structures and routines. As such,
institutionalization becomes the process of embedding new institutions into the existing
institutional context. Figure 3-1 depicts this understand of institutions.
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Figure 3-1: Conceptualization of institutions

The regulative dimension of institutions emphases the importance of formal and
informal rules, such as laws, protocols, procedures, etcetera. Advocates of this
dimension, such as North (2005), assert that these rules increase the predictability of the
social environment, which is assumed to be replete with uncertainty. More specifically,
predictability of the social environment increases when (naturally ambivalent) social
behavior is restricted through limitations in choice (i.e. rules). Actors within this social
environment tend to apply a logic of instrumentality, which means that they show
rational behavior by continuously seeking to increase their personal gains. As rules
reduce uncertainty in their social environment, compliance is generally considered
rational behavior. Returning to rules, this dimension identifies three distinct aspects
related to institutions. One starts with the effort to create the rules to which human
behavior needs to comply. After rules are in place, there are efforts that enforce upon
these rules by monitoring compliance and sanctioning accordingly through rewards and
punishments. The combination of rule-setting, monitoring and sanctioning defines an
institution from the regulative dimension. Institutionalization occurs when new ideas
transform into formal or informal rules and involve the three processes through which
these rules become tangible.
The normative dimension of institutions focuses on values and norms as important
aspects of institutions. Values inform actors about what is preferable or desirable as well
as provide a set of standards to which behavior can be compared. Values distribute
knowledge about what has value from a normative perspective. Norms provide actors
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with a code of conduct for achieving values. They inform the actor about how to behave
to achieve certain valued ends. Such values and norms are expressed in routines,
procedures, strategies and general social obligations. They may be held widely (e.g.
peace and prosperity) or are specified for a certain situation (e.g. silence in a church).
These normative aspects of institutions embody a logic of appropriateness, which means
that actors in the social environment are influenced by a set of normative guidelines (or
rules) for what is appropriate behavior. The combination of values and norms provide
these guidelines, and thus define an institution from the normative dimension. In a
similar fashion to the regulative dimension, institutionalization should be understood as
new ideas transforming into values and norms that become widely held in society.
The cognitive dimension emphasizes yet another set of guidelines for social behavior.
Actors in this dimension have a reciprocally active relationship with the natural and social
environment through symbols, such as words, signs and gestures. These symbols enable
them to make sense of their environment. In this process of sense-making, actors are
strongly influenced by ‘constitutive rules’, which comprise of “processes by which
concrete and subjectively unique experiences are continuously subsumed under general
orders of meaning that are both objectively and subjectively real” (Scott, 1995: p.40). As
such, actors apply a logic of orthodoxy, which means that actors use preexisting
knowledge about objects, ideas, events and roles that are part of their culture, which
Scott refers to as categories and typifications, to make sense of their environment. This
preexisting knowledge ‘constitutes’ social behavior and are largely captured in routines
and other processes that involve automatic activity. Such routinely behavior takes place
at the unconscious level and is therefore hard to access. Actors use symbols (e.g.
language) to express their environment and make meaning, which is the best way to
access this unconscious knowledge. Considering this description of institutions from a
cognitive perspective, institutionalization should be understood as the solidification of
new ideas into routines, categories and typifications.
3.1.2.

The driving forces of institutionalization

Institutional theorists suggest a number of explanatory factors that drive the process of
institutionalization. Scott (1995) observes coercive, normative and mimetic processes in
the institutional literature. DiMaggio and Powell (1983) identify similar processes in their
explanation for institutional isomorphism (i.e. sameness). Although these scholars
construct rather different theoretic arguments, their references to the driving forces of
institutionalization appear to be similar. This section explores these driving forces more
closely.
Coercion generally refers to external pressure on a novel organization or idea to
stimulate human behavior related to this organization/idea into a specific direction.
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Scholars have interpreted coercion in distinct yet not necessarily exclusive ways.
DiMaggio and Powell (1983) argue that organizations are susceptible to ‘formal and
informal pressures from other organizations upon which they depend and to cultural
expectations in the society with which they function’ (p.150). This suggests that (novel)
organizations adapt to their direct environment in order to survive. North (2005), on the
other hand, emphasizes the influence of decisions (e.g. rules, laws, etc.) in the past,
which he calls path dependence. Rather than limiting path dependence to the regulative
dimension, as Scott (1995) seems to imply, it is applicable to the normative and
cognitive dimensions as well. Novel organizations or ideas are indeed affected by the
formal and informal rules, values and norms, and preexisting knowledge in which they
emerge. North’s path dependence therefore seems compatible with the perspective on
coercion argued by DiMaggio and Powell. This research argues for a comprehensive
understanding of coercion, allowing for an open mind to all forms of formal and informal
pressures from regulative, normative and cognitive elements in the institutional context
of REDD in Brazil.
In addition to coercion, institutional theorists recognize the importance of normative
pressure in explaining the institutionalization process. Apart from the coercive pressure
from normative elements in the institutional context, DiMaggio and Powell (1983) identify
the process of professionalization as important factor in explaining institutionalization or,
more in line with their research, isomorphism. Professionalization, according to them, is
the ‘collective struggle of members of an occupation to define the conditions and
methods of their work, to control the production of producers, and to establish a
cognitive base and legitimation for their occupational autonomy’ (p.152). This implies an
endogenous stimulus to organize the regulative (i.e. rules and regulations for organizing
activities), normative (values and norms represented in the organization/idea) and
cognitive (understandings about the contributions to society) elements of the novel
organization or idea. This research emphasizes such a comprehensive approach to
normative pressure or professionalization.
A final driving force of institutionalization, according to institutional theorists, is
mimesis (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983; Scott, 1995). Mimesis occurs when organizations or
ideas replicate (a number of) elements from other organizations/ideas. This ‘copying’ of
elements

occurs

in

every

institutional

dimension,

either

involving

rule-making,

monitoring or sanctioning processes (regulative), values and norms (normative), or
objects, ideas, events and roles (cognitive).
3.1.3.

Application to REDD in Brazil

Applying this discussion on institutional theory to the case of REDD in Brazil, this
research conceptualizes REDD as a concept introduced into the existing institutional
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context of Brazil. The previous chapter indicates that REDD is still an emerging institution
and, as such, automatically draws attention to the institutionalization process. The
elaboration of institutional theory above suggests the involvement coercion, normative
pressure and mimesis, which should receive equal attention in this research in order to
provide a comprehensive analysis. The resulting ‘institution’ of REDD emphasizes the
cognitive elements, which fits best with the interpretive susceptibility of the concept. This
argumentation requires some elaboration.
Considering the literature review in the previous chapter, the regulative dimension of
REDD appears to be unable to answer the research question. The sheer observation that
REDD is an emerging concept already suggests that regulative aspects are not yet fully
matured. In addition, the theoretical discussion above argues that a mere focus on this
dimension cannot explain the emergence of institutions. At the same time, however,
scholarly literature indicates some points of materialization in this dimension, especially
with respect to rule-setting (e.g. allocation of financial resources) and monitoring (e.g.
progress in reducing deforestation and carbon emissions). Moreover, the mechanism of
path dependence will enable this research to explain how existing formal and informal
rules in Brazil affect the process of institutionalization.
Normative elements are certainly present in the exploration of literature on REDD,
especially with respect to the bulging of the concept by including a variety of interests. In
addition, the previous chapter indicated that REDD first emerged at the international
level, gradually proliferating to the national level. However, emphasizing this institutional
dimension would leave the question of why REDD in Brazil is so distinctly different from
the original concept and, perhaps more importantly, why Brazil does not participate in
UN-REDD. It could argue for a stronger position of nationally held values and norms, but
it is more likely that still other factors play a significant role as well.
This leaves an emphasis on the cognitive dimension of the process of REDD
institutionalization in Brazil. The uniqueness of REDD in Brazil suggests that the concept
has strongly adapted to the existing institutional context at the national level rather than
conforming to international institutions. More specifically, the interpretations of REDD
seem to be substantially different, which indicate a variety of understandings about what
the mechanism should be as a novel institution. In terms of the cognitive dimension of
institutional theory, this raises questions about what the central ideas and objects are,
which events should take place and which roles are involved. These constitutive rules
emerge from the symbols that actors use in their effort to make sense of REDD.

3.2.

Interpretations through narratives

The importance of interpretations in the institutionalization process of REDD in Brazil
requires this research to elaborate on how actors assign meaning to their environment
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through interpretive processes. The first section outlines the foundations of interpretive
analysis, while section 3.2.2 elaborates on narrative analysis as a tool to reflect the
interpretations of REDD.
3.2.1.

Foundations of interpretive analysis

An interpretive approach to social research departs from the assumption that our
understanding of our natural and social environment stems from a multiplicity of
interpretations. Our way of understanding this environment and assigning meaning to it
relies on these interpretations, and therefore all knowledge, including science, is
necessarily subjective. Interpretive analysis is not concerned with the question whether
these interpretations accurately represent reality, but rather how these interpretations
are constructed and how they relate to competing interpretations. According to Yanow
(1999), actors construct ‘frames’ in which they put together various ‘artifacts’ (i.e. types
of language, objects and acts) that reflect their interpretations and corresponding values
and ideas. These frames support actors in their efforts to make sense of their natural and
social environment rather than being the source of meaning, which draws attention to
individual experiences. These properties of interpretive analysis strongly imply a
poststructuralistic epistemology (Crotty, 2010). Yanow (1999) continues by asserting
that the frames produced at the individual level tend to cluster in ‘communities of
meaning’ based on

similarities among the artifacts they use to express their

interpretations. As such, problem statements become contending interpretations of policy
issues made by different communities of meaning.
Considering the elaboration on interpretive analysis, this research requires a focus on
artifacts in order to identify the interpretations about REDD in Brazil. The most obvious
artifact (or symbol in the cognitive dimension of institutional theory) with respect to
REDD interpretations is language, because this research assumes it is the most abundant
artifact available in comparison with objects and acts. The main efforts in this research
should resolve around the observation of the use of language with actors involved and,
subsequently, the identification of communities of meaning. The properties of these
communities of meaning, using the theoretical framework elaborated in the previous
section, will then represent the available interpretations of REDD in Brazil, which allows
for further analysis. What this research still needs as part of its interpretive approach to
the institutional analysis of REDD is a presentational form for using language to reflect
the interpretations about REDD, which is found in narratives.
3.2.2.

Meaning making through narratives

Kohler Riessman (1993) argues that the most natural and common form of using
language is telling stories. These stories or narratives are a universal way of meaning
making where individual story tellers, not the objects of these stories, are central. In its
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most basic sense, stories are representations of experiences, which are inevitably
interpretive by nature. As such, narratives do not mirror reality, but reflect the creativity
and ideology of their creators. As narratives are replete with interpretation, each
encounter with a narrative adds
As narratives are replete with interpretations, each encounter with a story adds an
interpretive level to the primary experience. The primary experience consists of the
personal contact with the real world and the experiences that person has with it, which is
not yet attended by conscious thinking. The first level of representation concerns
attendance of that experience by consciously observing what is happening, what the
actor is seeing, smelling, sensing, hearing or tasting and locking those memories into the
mind. Here there is already choice in what is meaningful to the person. The second level
of representation is reached when the actors wants to tell other people about the
experience by tapping into the memory. Inevitably the reality of the phenomenon and
the experience of it will be constrained by the structures of language and discourse, but
without these structures the experience simply ceases to exist. The narrative is
constructed in interaction as listeners of the story also bring their perceptions to the
experience, making it focus on certain aspects more than others. The third level of
representation involves transcribing a narrative or story that has been told. Here, again,
some of the features of the conversation will be lost, such as intonation, facial
expressions, etcetera. The researcher here has the ability to focus on aspects that are
meaningful to him, thus adding a layer of interpretation to the representation of the
original experience. One enters the fourth layer of representation when the researcher
analyses the transcript. This is again a process in which the values, perceptions, etc.

READING (5)
ANALYZING (4)
TRANSCRIBING (3)
TELLING (2)
ATTENDING (1)

PRIMARY EXPERIENCE
Figure 3-2: Levels of representation (Kohler Riessman, 1993: p.10)
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(what is meaningful to him) of the researcher will play a role in his effort to make sense
of what has been said, inevitably restructuring and editing the original story into a story
that complies to his objectives. The final interpretive layer occurs when one reads the
text produced by the researcher. The reader himself adds his own interpretations to the
experience that the text represents, which suggests that the same text is not identical for
different people or even in different times. Therefore, texts are not objective. These
various levels of representation are depicted in figure 3-4.
The significance of this conceptualization of representing experiences is purely a
methodological one. It involves at least three individuals in the process of conducting
interpretive research and, to enhance legitimacy, requires clarification of how each
individual has added and will add to the narratives presented in this thesis. The narrative
starts, of course, with the interviewee, who draws on its experience to tell the story to
the researcher. In order enhance the richness of the story, the researcher needs to
provide the interviewee with as much freedom of speech as possible. Here it is not
important what topics the conversation addresses, because the story of the interviewee
immediately draws upon his/her interpretation (i.e. the focus of this research). The
second individual adding to the story is the researcher himself, that is, myself. My
interests involves extracting information about cognitive processes that underlie the
institutionalization of REDD. Therefore, during the transcription and analysis of the data I
focused primarily on the objects, ideas, events and roles that together constitute REDD in
Brazil and the meaning that actors involved attach to these cognitive aspects. In
addition, I have a subordinate focus on norms and values as well as formal and informal
rules, which also participate in the process of institutionalization. Finally, the readers of
this thesis will add another layer of interpretation based on their particular interests.

3.3.

Conceptual framework

The conceptual framework stems from the theoretical and methodological considerations
in the previous sections and applies them to the institutionalization process of REDD in
Brazil. Subsequently this section discusses the definitions adopted throughout the thesis,
the research strategy and the methodology.
3.3.1.

Definitions and conceptualizations

Summarizing the considerations in the previous sections, this research aims to better
understand the institutionalization of REDD in Brazil. While institutions are a set of rules,
values, norms and beliefs that are embedded within preexisting cultures, social
structures and routines, institutionalization thus becomes the process of embedding new
institutions into the existing institutional context. While taking the regulative and
normative dimensions into account, this research focuses primarily on the cognitive
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dimension of REDD. At the same time, it stresses the importance of path dependence,
social pressure and isomorphism as central mechanisms of institutionalization. While the
institutional context of REDD consists of both international and national aspects, this
research mainly focusses on the latter (indicated by numbers 2 and 3 in figure 3-5) due
to the conviction that national factors play a stronger role in the process of REDD
institutionalization in Brazil. Finally, it is not the aim of this research to analyze the
extent to which interpretations reflect reality. Instead, it emphasizes the interaction of
these interpretations with the institutional context of Brazil.

International institutional context
1

2

3

Brazilian institutional context

Figure 3-3: Conceptualization of REDD

3.3.2.

Research strategy

The cognitive dimension on institutions, which this research emphasizes in the analysis,
stresses processes of meaning making at the unconscious level. Interviews with actors
involved will not be able to reconstruct these unconscious processes and therefore
requires some modification. In order to include cognitive elements in the elucidation of
the institutionalization process of REDD in Brazil, this research produces a single
narrative based on the narratives of individual actors. This ‘grand narrative’ presents a
coherent story about the institutionalization of REDD in Brazil, which directly derives from
the cognitive elements (i.e. objects, ideas, events and roles). Moreover, it allows for a
departure from communities of meaning rather than individual narratives with all their
particularities. This grand narrative forms the basis of the institutional analysis, which
explains the driving forces of the institutionalization process (i.e. path dependence, social
pressure and isomorphism). The master thesis concludes with some remarks on
institutionalization as well as recommendations for policy-making and future research.
This research strategy is reflected in research model below (see figure 3-6).
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Analysis regulative
Interpretive

dimension

analysis

Narratives
Individual

on objects,

narratives

ideas, roles

on REDD

and events

Analysis cognitive

Results and

dimension

conclusions

of REDD

Institutional

Analysis normative

theory

dimension

Figure 3-4: Research model

3.3.3.

Methodology

This research uses a variation of data sources, including interviews, policy documents
and scientific literature. These sources were selected based on their relevance to REDD.
The selection of policy documents was derived from the interviews conducted with
relevant actors as well as the literature review in chapter 2. As such, the interviews were
leading in data collection, which is congruent with the centrality of interpretations.
The interviews were initially selected based on snowballing, that is, starting with
familiar actors involved, mostly scholars (e.g. UFMG and Cornell University), and
selecting other relevant actors from thereon. The interview selection attributed much
importance to great variety of relevant actors with different roles to play in REDD
institutionalization rather than in depth scrutiny of the central role of the government
(see chapter 2). The interviews were designed to give the interviewees as much freedom
of speech as possible, thus allowing for rich data on their interpretations of REDD. Semistructured interviews allow for this freedom of speech while simultaneously securing
coverage of all relevant topics in REDD debates (see chapter 2). To stay as much with
the original interpretations, this research used simple transcription to reflect the
conversations in words. Analysis took place using the central debates observed in the
literature review to place focus on the individual interpretations of them and created the
codes accordingly. The analysis yielded some insights into the central discussion points,
which surprisingly diverged from the findings in the literature. As such, some
rearrangements were required to focus the narrative on cognitions of the problem to be
addressed by REDD (i.e. deforestation and perhaps climate change), the strategies
available to address this problem, the role of REDD in these strategies and the optimal
governance mixture that would succeed in this (see next chapter).
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Chapter 4 reflects the results of the observation of divergent discussion points. The
narratives of the actors involved are largely maintained, but are arranged in such a way
that it reflects, so to say, a ‘grant narrative’ of REDD. This grand narrative thus
incorporates all narratives analyzed in this research. It starts with the cognitive element
of

roles,

where

the

actors

and

their

predominant

occupation

are

presented.

Subsequently, it presents the grand narrative on the institutionalization of REDD from the
perspective of these roles. The core of this narrative follows a construction that implicitly
reflects the remnant cognitive elements (i.e. ideas, events and objects). Elements from
the regulative and normative dimensions have been included to strengthen the main
arguments. The analysis of this narrative (chapter 5) scrutinizes the institutionalization
process by explicitly referring to the cognitive (core), regulative and normative elements.
Moreover, it provides an explanation for how this process occurred with respect to REDD
in Brazil by referring to the coercive, normative and mimetic mechanisms that drive it
(see section 3.1.2). This analysis forms the basis for the conclusions (chapter 6).
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4.

REDD institutionalization in Brazil

Now it is time to dig into the empirical material. As indicated in the methodological
section of the previous chapter, it is important to introduce the relevant actors in the
institutionalization process of REDD in Brazil and describe the predominant roles they
play in Brazilian society. As there is an abundance of actors involved in REDD, this
research can only include a fraction of them. The resulting profiles help understand their
individual narratives as well as the ‘grand narratives’ of REDD in Brazil. While the first
section introduces the actors on the REDD stage, subsequent sections construct the
‘grand narratives’ using their individual stories on REDD in Brazil.

4.1.

Central actors in Brazilian REDD policies

Observations during the research process have yielded the identification of three distinct
groups to which actors are allocated (see previous chapter for selection criteria). First
and foremost, policy-makers have played and still play a central role in shaping REDD in
Brazil. This group does not only consist of governmental organizations, but includes
NGOs as well. Second, a variety of implementers occupy themselves with the operational
activities involved in REDD and are directly involved in REDD projects. Finally, interest
groups are involved in the process of institutionalization as REDD either directly or
indirectly affects their lives. This section elaborates on the actors within these groups and
their roles in the process of REDD institutionalization in Brazil.
4.1.1.

Policy-makers

The interest that policy-makers take in REDD extends beyond the mechanism itself and
often involves a historical preoccupation with aspects that are in some way related to it.
These preoccupations are strongly embedded within Brazilian society and as such are
institutions that shape emerging mechanisms like REDD. A large number of aspects of
the institutionalization of REDD can only be understood from this historical perspective.
Governmental organizations are the most obvious policy-makers involved in REDD
institutionalization, some of which are present since the 16th century. While the Brazilian
government currently consists of over 40 ministries and secretariats, of which at least 17
are involved in environmental matters (see PNMC, 2008), only 3 organizations are of
particular interest with respect to REDD. These involve the Ministry of Environment,
Ministry of Foreign Relations and the Secretariat of Strategic Affairs of the Presidency of
Brazil. Their importance for this research derives from explicit articulations in initial
interviews. In addition to these governmental organizations, NGOs as well as scholars
indirectly contribute to the establishment of REDD through the knowledge they produce
as well as some direct initiatives.
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Environmental policies did not emerge in Brazil until well into the 1980s, and since
then its process of institutionalization seems to have been a reluctant one. Remarkably,
this process did not start at the federal level, but was initiated at state level. The
environment first became a governmental concern in the late 1980s, when each state
created a State Secretary of the Environment (SEMA) responsible for environmental
matters. While this group of governmental organizations remains active today, in 1989
SEMA was largely consolidated in the Brazilian Institute of Environment and Renewable
Resources (IBAMA), along with three other governmental organizations focusing on
production

activities

related

to

fisheries,

forestry

and

rubber

(Rajão,

2011).

Environmental issues formally arrived at the national level in 1992, when the Ministry of
Environment (MMA) was established. Many scholars indeed recognize the increasing
political pressure from the international community as an important factor in the
emergence of environmental issues in Brazilian policy-making (Rajão, 2011; Viola, 2004;
Zhouri, 2004). As the environment was not a predominant occupation of the federal
government, its institutionalization became a process of heavy competition with other
interests. This implies that the governmental occupation of reducing the environmental
impact of economic activities was largely caused by exogenous rather than endogenous
factors. A representative of MMA suggests in an interview that a similar situation remains
present:

“The REDD strategy begins with our commitment with the Conference of Parties
that Brazil and other countries would begin to structure their national strategies.
It is kind of our homework”
– Interviewee #9 –

Currently, MMA has responsibilities in six distinct areas related to the environment: (1)
national policies for the environmental and water resources, (2) policies for preservation,
conservation and sustainable use of ecosystem as well as biodiversity and forests, (3)
propositions for social and economic strategies, mechanisms and instruments to improve
environmental quality and sustainable use of natural resources, (4) policies for the
integration of the environment and production, (5) Environmental policies and programs
for the Legal Amazon, and (6) ecological-economic zoning (see www.mma.gov.br). This
governmental organization is responsible for establishing of a national REDD strategy.
Environmental policies have principally competed with development concerns since
their emergence in the 1980s, especially in the Amazon region (Hecht & Cockburn, 1989;
Barreto & Silva, 2010). The latter is indeed more embedded in Brazilian society through
its long history in policy-making, which stretches as far back as the 18th century.
However, development efforts only started to take serious effects from the 1960s
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onwards. Hecht and Cockburn (1989) provide a comprehensive account of this. In the
latter half of the previous century, Brazil was largely governed by military rule. During
this period the government elaborated several regional development plans, such as
PoloAmazônia and Programma de Integração Nacional, which involved fiscal stimulus
packages for business in the Amazon as well as integration of the prosperous South-East
of Brazil with the largely underdeveloped Amazon region through financial aid for
settlement. In addition, the federal government installed a variety of organizations
concerned with development, such as the Superintendency for Amazonian Development
(SUDAM) and the National Institute for Colonization and Agrarian Reform (INCRA). This
extensive history of development concerns reflects the institutional competition with
which the environmental branch of the federal government has to deal. The Secretariat
of Strategic Affairs of the Presidency of Brazil (SAE/PR) represents these development
concerns with respect to REDD in Brazil. Since 2008 the broader responsibilities of this
governmental organization involve national planning and long term policy making related
to economic, social and sustainable development in Brazil (see www.sae.gov.br).
Currently, one of its main activities, in close cooperation with MMA, includes the
establishment of the national REDD strategy. An organization closely linked to SAE/PR is
the Brazilian Institute of Applied Economic Research (IPEA), which provides technical and
institutional support in policy-making with respect to environmental, economic, and social
aspects of development (see www.ipea.gov.br). In its almost 50 years of operation, the
institute has broadened its activities from, as the name indicates, a predominantly
economic approach to development to a more comprehensive approach including social
and environmental factors. This also characterizes a change in Brazilian policy-making
over the past two decades (see section 4.3).
REDD institutionalization in Brazil, as becomes clear later in this chapter, deals with
another governmental preoccupation that is entrenched far deeper in society than
development concerns. According to Hecht and Cockburn (1989), national sovereignty
has occupied the minds of Brazilian rulers since colonial times as the region was
repeatedly exposed to menacing factors. These sovereignty threats came from colonists
learning about the wealth of the Amazon, negotiations about national borders at random
moments in time and land disposal to private investors during the meager years of the
cold war. In all cases, the national government feared it would lose control of activities
within its borders to either foreign governments or companies. The most recent threat to
sovereignty came from the surge of environmental awareness since the mid-20th century.
Sovereignty issues have, more often than not, been answered with development
programs, such as Operação Amazônia (the predecessor of PoloAmazônia), Calha Norte
and Nossa Natureza. Announced in 1988, the latter program was the first that included
environmental impact assessments of development projects, which scholars recognized
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as a ‘subversion to environmentalism’ (Rajão, 2011: p.123). Indeed, calls for
internationalization of the Amazon region in political debates on global climate change
were seen as direct attacks on Brazilian sovereignty and hence needed close attention.
This also applies to REDD. As such, the Ministry of Foreign Relations (MRE), concerned
with sovereignty issues (see above) since 1736, is an important actor in the process of
REDD institutionalization in Brazil (see www.itamaraty.gov.br).
Although the governmental organizations discussed above indeed create the policies
that will support REDD in the future, there is an indirect role for organizations that
produce the knowledge upon which these policies find their foundation. One of these
organizations, the Amazon Environmental Research Institute (IPAM), even put forth the
idea of a mechanism that became known as REDD in later years (see chapter 2). Indeed,
the research NGO is primarily concerned with participatory research that stimulates
sustainable development in order to improve the environmental and social quality in the
Amazon region (see www.ipam.org.br). In addition, academic research also contributes
to understanding various aspects related to REDD. While the Federal University of Minas
Gerais (UFMG) gained prestige in the area of monitoring deforestation and carbon
emissions and thus provides technical and methodological knowledge for development of
the mechanism, the work of a PhD researcher from Cornell University sheds light on the
implementation of REDD in Brazil. The contributions of these rather indirect policymakers to this research enrich the narratives on REDD institutionalization.
4.1.2.

Implementers

Implementers are active in the operational phase of REDD, where the mechanism shows
its true colors. These actors are, more than others, able to explain the practical
consequences of REDD policies produced by the previous group of actors and, as such,
pinpoint their defects. It is a misconception, however, to think that implementers directly
deal with these policies, because some actors in this group operate independently. This
research has selected a number of implementers to cover the variety of REDD projects
available within the context of Brazil. While most of these actors need a thorough
introduction, extensive historical accounts, such as given in the previous section, are
largely unnecessary.
Departing from the policies produced by policy-makers, REDD projects find their
genesis in the allocation of financial resources through the Amazon Fund (see chapter 2).
This allocation process, and indeed the fund itself, is controlled by the Brazilian
Development Bank (BNDES). The governmental organization is closely linked to the
extensive history of development (see previous section) and as such could be understood
in a similar manner as SAE/PR. Established in 1952 as a government agency, BNDES
initially limited its focus to economic development. Only in 1982 the bank expanded to
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include social issues, while recognition of environmental issues occurred a decade later
through inclusion of environmental risk assessments (see www.bndes.gov.br). Although
the bank has broadened its competencies, its main activity still lies in financing
development projects. BNDES does not directly execute REDD projects, but instead
manages the allocation of financial resources for these projects through the Amazon Fund
and, as such, indirectly shapes the character of REDD.
The financial resources of the Amazon Fund are allocated to a wide variety of
organizations, such as NGOs, state and municipality governments, universities, and
many more (BNDES, 2012). One of these organizations is Instituto Ouro Verde, an NGO
operating at the Amazon Portal in the state of Mato Grosso (see figure 4-2). This institute
commits itself to the development of the region by helping local farmers to organize their
activities. Even though it receives financial resources from the Amazon Fund for one of its
projects, the institute confirms that it is a social NGO rather than an environmental NGO.
However, as local farmers view environmental issues as important factors in its business,
IOV includes these in their services. The following quote reflects this:

“We offer support in planning, organization and commercialization. Our group
works only with agrarians.” (…) “The central axis of IOV involves the matter of
social organization. We are an organization that helps communities to organize
themselves. Therefore we work with different themes derived from the reality of
the groups we work with. As the environmental matter is very strong with these
agrarians, it was used as a strategy to discuss their organization.”
(translated from Portuguese) – Interviewee #7 –

This organization was chosen for its representativeness as a REDD project implementer.
One project in particular (see box 4-2), as interviewee #3 argues, is a typical example of
a REDD project in Brazil. However, it does stand out from other projects in the sense that
the project does not deal with a complicated context similar to its peer projects in Brazil.
As such, this project reflects an effective execution of REDD in a favorable environment.
As already mentioned, the Amazon Fund is not the only source where REDD projects
find their genesis. Private initiatives are scattered over the Amazon region, each having
their own approach to REDD. A small portion of these initiatives comes from the Irish
company Celestial Green Ventures (CGV), which is a private entrepreneur actively
dealing in carbon credits through REDD (see www.celestialgreenventures.com). It aims
to contribute to forest conservation in the Brazilian Amazon region by developing REDD
projects. When their business started in 2004, as the CEO explains, they were looking for
a strategy that would make forest conservation “profitable and worthwhile”. While there
is a strong desire to make a significant contribution to forest conservation, economics of
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Figure 4-1: Working area of IOV (www.ouroverde.org.br)

scale have played an important role in deciding the business strategy. All these factors
contribute to the competencies and scale of the company as it currently operates in the
market. The following quote supports this:

“We knew there were good organizations and standards out there (…), but they
focused on very small projects. (…) [In addition], the biggest concern was that a
couple of the larger companies, [such as] investment companies and banks who
wanted to invest in this, they’re not interested in investing 50.000 or100.000
[euros]. (…) For them to take it in a large way they’d have to go to too many
different projects [and] too many different standards to put a package together.
(…) So Celestial Green Ventures was set up with the idea that we would carry
out REDD projects, but in the medium to large size projects (…), so anywhere
between 20.000 hectares to (…) 5.000.000 hectares.”
– Interviewee #10 –

It is safe to say that CGV is a rather pure form of market based conservation and
therefore represents in this research an alternative approach to REDD in Brazil compared
to projects financed by the Amazon Fund.
Moving slightly further away from direct implementation, a slight variation to these
market-based implementers involve consulting companies that advise an array of
different organizations with respect to setting up carbon reduction projects such as
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REDD. One of such companies is Carbon Decisions International (CDI), a Costa Rican
corporation specialized in developing projects and programs to reduce carbon emissions
on an offset basis. Its services include project design and carbon monitoring as well as
methodology development (see www.carbondecisions.com). REDD is just one of the
many mechanisms the company is involved in, for which it generally makes Project
Development Designs (PDD). Another main activity, acknowledged by an UFMG
researcher (interviewee #2), is its involvement in standard setting for carbon monitoring
and reduction. The following quote underscores this versatile service package:

“We are a consulting company. What we do is advising banks, governments,
private companies, NGOs [and so forth] in land use based carbon projects,
basically [involving] afforestation and reforestation under [mechanisms like]
VCS, CDM and REDD. [We make the] PDDs, baseline stories, etc. ”
– Interviewee #9 –
4.1.3.

Interest groups

Besides a direct or indirect involvement in the institutionalization process of REDD in
Brazil, people take interest in the mechanism because it affects their lives. The responses
of these interest groups to the effects of the mechanism is in turn an influential factor for
policy-makers and implementers. This requires a brief introduction.
One group concerns the people dwelling in the Amazon rainforest, referring to not
only indigenous groups but small agricultural actors as well (e.g. rubber tappers,
extractors, petty farmers, etc.). This forest has been their home for quite some time (in
some cases centuries) and they sustain their lives through petty extraction of forest
products. Their interests lie primarily with preservation of their livelihoods, which
corresponds with protection of forested areas. Historically, indigenous rights and
privileges have been protected by the National Indian Foundation (FUNAI), but the
governmental organization was veiled in corruption for many years (Hecht & Cockburn,
1989). In response to this misrepresentation of minority groups by the government,
indigenous peoples have organized themselves in alternative organizations to express
their interests (see Carta do Acre, 2011). Although divided, these groups seem to share
similar interests with regard to deforestation of the Amazon as well as REDD.
The Amazon is also home to larger agricultural groups, which mostly sustain their
lives through large-scale commercial agriculture, such as soy beans and cattle. Contrary
to the collection of interest groups mentioned above, their survival depends on a
continuation of activities that many see as threatening the natural environment. Cattle
ranchers, for example, have historically made the largest contribution to deforestation
and has not changed since (Cleuren, 2001; Greenpeace, 2009). Hecht and Cockburn
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(1989) show that commercial agriculture has been promoted by the government for quite
some time and, as such, this sector gained political power during its expansion. More
recently, commercial agriculture was stimulated into efforts to increase sustainability by
their

stakeholders,

which

larger

companies

currently

articulate

through

their

sustainability plans (see JBS, n.d. and Marfrig, n.d.). Recent developments with respect
to the Brazilian Forest Code, however, suggest that sustainability remains subordinate to
their core business activities.
4.1.4.

Overview

The remainder of this chapter uses the abbreviations of the actors introduced above. For
convenience purposes this section offers a summarized overview in table 4-1.
Actor/group

Type of institution

Description

MMA

Policy-maker

Ministry of Environment – responsible for environmental policymaking.

*IBAMA

Policy-maker

Brazilian Institute of Environment and Renewable Resources –
supports

MMA

and

supervises

the

execution

and

implementation of environmental policies
SAE/PR

Policy-maker

Secretariat of Strategic Affairs – predominantly concerned with
national development, the Amazon in particular

*IPEA

Policy-maker

Brazilian Institute of Applied Economic Research – provides
technical and institutional support to SAE/PR with respect to
environmental, economic and social aspects of development

MRE

Policy-maker

Ministry of Foreign Relations – predominantly concerned with
sovereignty issues

IPAM

Policy-maker

Brazilian Research NGO – supports governmental policymakers, initiated of REDD at both national and global level

Scholars

Policy-maker

Domestic and foreign researchers – support other policymakers

with

scientific

information

related

to

REDD

and

deforestation
BNDES

Implementer

Brazilian Development Bank – manages Amazon Fund

IOV

Implementer

Brazilian NGO – supports farmers in their organization, receives
financial resources from Amazon Fund for one of their projects

CGV

Implementer

Irish carbon trading company – establishes REDD projects by
selling carbon credits on European markets

CDI

Implementer

Costa Rican consulting company – advises on organization of
carbon trading projects, creates PDDs for REDD projects
(amongst others)

Commercial

Interest group

agriculture

Large-scale producers of meat, soy and other commodities with
an interest in continuation of current organization of economic
activities

Indigenous people

Interest group

Original inhabitants of the Amazon with great interest in
policies that affect their livelihoods

Table 4-1: Overview of actors involved in REDD (*indirect involvement in REDD)
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4.2.

From carbon to development

This section outlines the substantial aspects of REDD that can be understood in two
ways. The main structure of the narrative explains how REDD started as a mechanism for
carbon conservation that was resisted by the Brazilian government and later adjusted to
focus more on development in order to fit into Brazilian society. At the same time, this
mechanism was not completely abolished, which implies that REDD in Brazil is currently
characterized by a coexistence of multiple interpretations. This characterization is the
second interpretation of the narrative. In other words, the narrative in this section
reflects both a dynamic process as well as a static situation.
4.2.1.

Carbon conservation approach to REDD

A minority of actors concerned with REDD in Brazil, including CGV and CDI, still departs
from the original conceptualization as developed by IPAM, therefore resembling pilot
projects of REDD (see box 4-1). One of the key aspects of this approach to REDD is the
centrality of carbon dioxide. These actors perceive carbon dioxide as a newly introduced
commodity that can be traded on appropriate markets. This market-based approach to
reducing deforestation implies that any public or private land owner can decide whether
or not to supply this commodity. CDI explains this:

“Carbon trading could be like any other commodity if you want. A new
commodity is demanded in the world markets and used. In principle, each
country should have the right to decide how and if they want to incentivize the
production of a certain commodity you see in their territories.”
– Interviewee #9 –

This idea of carbon commodification has two important implications for REDD in Brazil.
First, it suggests that actors adopting this approach understand forests as a mere ‘lump
of carbon that has a value’ (interviewee #3). This value stems from the importance of

Box 4-1: REDD projects – pilot in Brazil
The first REDD project in Brazil was the Juma Reserve RED project, which was established in 2006 by the
state of Amazonas. This project aims to conserve a forested area of more than half million hectares and is
located between two newly paved highways, which pose a huge threat of deforestation for the area. The
main strategy is the establishment of a Protected Area supported by locals, because the area is
characterized by inaccessible rainforest. This brings additional environmental and social benefits. The
project reaches its goal in 2050, when it aims to have prevented almost 200 million tons of CO2 emitting
into the atmosphere. (FAS, 2008)
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the substance in climate change mitigation. As such, both the problem of climate change
and, as a consequence, the problem of deforestation are understood in terms of carbon.
This makes forests ‘production’ entities of one particular ecosystem service: avoiding
carbon emissions. The second implication expands on this perceived importance of
carbon and suggests a necessity of indicators that quantify its abundance. According to a
scholar at UFMG, these indicators and related concepts were derived from the CDM
mechanism:

“[REDD] borrowed all the main concepts from CDM, [such as] leakage,
additionality and permanence. They wanted a way to measure (…) the
performance of your projects. They also borrowed the concept of baseline.”
– Interviewee #2 –

Geographic models and monitoring systems, such as a baseline, provide information with
respect to the quantity of deforestation in the history of the Amazon region (see figure 11), information about current and future deforestation trends (see figure 2-1), and, after
processing, financial information (e.g. costs). Baselines, according to the UFMG
researcher, reflects “a historical average of a region in which a project takes place”. This
should not be confused with a Business-as-Usual (BaU) scenario, which contains
assumptions about future deforestation dynamics. The following quote from CDI
underscores the importance of such models:

“You always need a baseline [and] a monitoring system… and to show that your
emissions are less than your baseline. (…) You need to have a baseline, [which]
over a period shows that you have less emissions in a certain area compared to
the baseline”
– Interviewee #9 –

This approach to REDD projects shows much resemblance to any other business model.
The difference between baseline emissions and the emissions under project activity (i.e.
the emission reductions) can be understood as the production capacity, which is then
converted into carbon credits and sold on appropriate markets (see box 4-2). Similar
events occur with any conceivable commodity: from meat and rice to electricity and clean
water. An economist from IPEA (interviewee #4) confirms that this is “the same story”.
While the centrality of carbon emissions is undisputable for all actors adopting the
carbon conservation approach, other aspects of REDD are quite ambiguous. The idea of
safeguards, which includes social and environmental co-benefits into the mechanism (see
chapter 2), is the most fiercely debated. Some actors, such as CDI, assert that
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Box 4-2: REDD projects – selling carbon credits
Celestial Green Ventures (CGV) is a carbon trading company that could be considered exemplary for
contemporary REDD projects involved in carbon conservation. CGV responds to a (European) demand for
carbon offsets, which the company meets by establishing REDD projects in the Brazilian Amazon. In this
region, it sets up development projects that help the community in a forested area to conserve the trees
in their environment. At the same time, it conducts research to establish the value of the area in terms of
avoided carbon emissions. Small-size deforestation is allowed to sustain their livelihoods, but at the same
time it is conceivable that the company comes would come into action if deforestation is considered
excessive. In exchange for support, CGV receives exclusive rights to sell carbon credits on European
markets. CGV claims that the communities receive roughly 50% of the market value of the avoided
carbon emissions through development support. Currently, the company manages over 20 million
hectares of carbon projects in Brazil (Lang, 2012).

safeguards distract attention from the ultimate goal of REDD (i.e. reducing carbon
emissions to mitigate climate change), and therefore does not fit within the events of
buying and selling carbon credits. CDI again expresses this point of view accurately:

“I see a real risk that the whole system becomes so complex with so many
methodological and safeguard requirements… that (…) in many countries and in
many situations [it] won’t be able to implement REDD or get any benefit from
REDD. (…) I have to take a step back and look at why we are talking about
REDD. At the end of the day we have to mitigate [climate change], we have to
reduce deforestation. Now the whole system has become so complex and so
costly that we can’t [contribute to climate change mitigation]. (…) [Currently,
carbon] a very special commodity that can only be produced if very complex
rules regarding methodology, certification and safeguard are accomplished.
Perhaps it was a good idea in the beginning, but at the end of the day it might
not be a very good business for anybody.”
– Interviewee #9 –

Although this seems to remain faithful to the idea of REDD as a mechanism for carbon
conservation, this position is not supported by all actors with a focus on carbon. CGV, for
example, claims that safeguards are a vital part of their business despite its focus on
carbon credits. This comes from the conviction that one simply cannot “stick a fence
around the forest” and instead needs to provide an alternative that can benefit the
company, its ‘suppliers’ and the planet in general. However, there are clues that
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commercial interests are a strong factor in this conviction as well. The following quote
reflects this quite well:

“The idea of a brokerage type setup or a trading platform hasn’t particularly
appealed to us, because it doesn’t tell the story. If you go on to a brokerage or a
trading platform, they’ll have different types of credits at a different price with
very little information, very little detail… very little information about what
happens afterwards. So when we approach a company and we properly do our
research, we are getting very positive responses.”
– Interviewee #10 –

This certainly underscores that the carbon conservation approach to REDD is sensitive to
interpretation while maintaining its core characteristic. Moreover, it indicates that
interpretations of REDD based on the original concept are present in Brazil. However, as
section 4.2 indicated, this approach shines in persistence rather than prevalence. In
order to understand why this interpretation is not dominant in Brazil, one needs to
understand this critiques unleashed upon it.
4.2.2.

Criticizing carbon conservation

The critique unleashed upon the carbon conservation approach to REDD starts with the
understanding of deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon. The majority of actors involved
in Brazilian REDD institutionalization see the forests as complex social arenas. Many
scholars have started to recognize this point since the start of the millennium (Araujo et
al., 2009; Cleuren, 2001; Pupim de Oliveira, 2008). The national government, including
MMA, MRE and SAE/PR, has been occupied with the social and economic activities in the
Amazon (see section 4.1) and therefore cannot deny its complexity. NGOs, such as IOV,
as well as interest groups are intimately involved in these activities and stress this point
even more firmly. The following quote underscores this understanding:

“It seemed that everybody was only talking about paying for standing forests.
(…) It is very difficult for us change their mindset [and help them] understand
that it is not just this, but that it encompasses much more. (…) Deforestation is
linked to large properties with fazendas of 10.000 to 30.000 hectares. It is linked
to cattle ranching and [other] production activities that are [mostly] connected
with export markets. All this brings to the scene not just deforestation, but
[also] specific land concentration, specific income concentration, poverty [and so
on and so forth]. The region comes with the complete package.”
(translated from Portuguese) – Interviewee #7 –
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Box 4-3: REDD projects – local resistance
Recent years witnessed an emergence of resistance to REDD, especially the carbon conservation
approach to the mechanism. This new phenomenon started primarily at local and project level. CGV, for
example, currently experiences this with one of their projects in the Brazilian Amazon (Lang, 2012;
Sommer, 2012). More broadly, small organizations in the Amazon have jointly articulated their dismay
with REDD in an official statement (Carta do Acre, 2011). This trend seems to be expanding to national
and even international levels (e.g. Greenpeace, 2012). The main argument in this novel rebellion is the
conviction that REDD is too cheap a solution in climate change mitigation that allows industries to
continue their polluting activities. IOV observes this understanding of REDD in the northern municipalities
of Mato Grosso and claims that putting a price on trees will not reduce deforestation. On the contrary, it
may even provoke deforestation: “Theoretically, an abundance of forests would be bad for the market,
because prices will be low. Therefore, people will seek the exact opposite” (Interviewee #7).

Some radical actors involved in REDD even argue for a complete abolishment of the
mechanism due to their conviction that a monetary value of carbon could even
deteriorate deforestation (see box 4-3). Recognizing the complex social context of
deforestation indeed asks for a more comprehensive approach to reducing deforestation.
A second criticism refers to the methodology of deforestation models. The
government has opposed carbon offsets since the introduction of REDD, indicating
problems with leakage, additionality and permanence (IPAM, 2011; see section 2.4). To
overcome these problems, the federal government argues for centralized monitoring of
carbon emissions, which means that it does not completely abolish a carbon focus (this
becomes clear in the next section). Other actors argue that this centralization would still
pose significant problems. The UFMG researcher (interviewee #3) explains this with the
concept of baseline. Baselines are often informed by deforestation models that have
other purposes than establishing BaU scenarios, reduction targets and REDD costs. He
argues that his models are intended to “pinpoint the areas which are most threatened by
deforestation” and that other usage is replete with problems. The most important
problem is that deforestation in the Amazon is caused by many factors that change over
time, and therefore assumptions in models need to change too. In this sense, models are
mere snapshots of the present and thus do not lend themselves for establishing a carbon
credit system. This problem is illustrated by an anecdote of his own work:

“We have this example that in 2006 we published a Nature paper predicting that
100% of the Amazon forest will be gone by 2050. Only three years after we
published our Science paper proposing the end of deforestation in Brazil. So
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were we wrong or not? That is not the case, because we are just modeling
trajectories and at the beginning of 2000s deforestation was going up.”
– Interviewee #10 –

While the huge difference in the message is obvious (Nepstad et al, 2009; Soares-Filho
et al, 2006), another article by the same researcher used yet other assumptions for
modeling deforestation in the Amazon (Soares-Filho et al., 2004). In addition to volatile
predictions, the UFMG scholar argues that using such models for BaU scenarios in REDD
projects allows for manipulation. Again, he explains:

“You are trying to predict the future. You use the future prediction or assumption
to transform this into credits, into a monetary value. In this respect, every dollar
counts. Of course you want the steepest baseline as possible, because [you
want] to make a difference in terms of the highest reduction.”
– Interviewee #10 –

One starts to realize that, from a government perspective, having exact information
becomes less important than initiating efforts to meet reduction targets. Indeed, the
Brazilian government admitted in an interview that, although providing crucial signals,
the main focus lies with concrete actions to reduce deforestation (interviewee #5). The
absence of such methodological discussions in other interviews confirms this observation,
suggesting that methodological issues is given a minor priority on the public agenda.
The Brazilian government has criticized the carbon conservation approach to REDD
from yet another point of view and refers to a problem that seems to play a more
significant role in the institutionalization process. This can be better understood by taking
into account the history of governmental attitude towards REDD and similar initiatives.
This starts in 1997, when the Brazilian government fiercely opposed initiatives to include
forests in the CDM mechanism (interviewee #1). Nearly a decade later, when IPAM
proposed a mechanism that would be the foundation of REDD (see section 2.3), Brazil
took a similar position. One of the arguments put forth was the risk that cheap carbon
credits would be excessively abundant and would consequently allow developed countries
to continue emitting while developing countries achieve mandatory reductions under the
Kyoto Protocol far beyond their national requirements (IPAM, 2011). Despite this initial
opposition to any market-based mechanism for reducing deforestation, the country
ultimately did include REDD into its deforestation policies. This is not so much due to a
change of position towards the concept as it was due to a change of the concept itself
(see also next section). Indeed, the Brazilian government traded a concept based on
carbon offsets for a concept based on voluntary funds and thus grants an important role
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to governmental organizations. MRE and, to a lesser extent, SAE/PR have opted for this
alternative approach, as the following quote makes clear:

“Our policy of environmental change says that one of its instruments is the
Brazilian market for emission reduction of emissions. (…) The market is in phase
of studies. MMA is one of the ministries that is involved in that. First there is a
position of the ministry of foreign relations that, at this moment, it is not
accepted to go for Brazil offsets. (…) They don’t let this happen and Brazil cannot
deal with offsets. … We do not deal directly with voluntary markets in this
strategy, but we do not forbid it [either]. It will still exist as an option, but at
MMA we do not deal with that. How it became… I do not know how to answer
that. It became as a thing not based on markets. One of the reasons of course is
that we have the preoccupation of avoiding double counting.”
– Interviewee #6 –

This reveals one specific peculiarity. It is remarkable that MRE, a governmental
organization predominantly concerned with sovereignty issues (see section 4.1),
deliberately blocks activities based on carbon offsets for a seemingly methodological
reason. Even though the underlying reasons are not explicitly articulated, it suggests that
this decision involves strong political reasons. This becomes clear when comparing this
with another incident that took place in the past. Between the end of the rubber boom
and the second World War, the federal government of Brazil prevented the impoverished
Amazonian states, such as Amazonas, to sell their land to private companies abroad in
order to maintain sovereignty (Hecht & Cockburn, 1989). The intervention with respect
to property rights at the start of the previous century closely resembles the actions MRE
currently takes with respect to carbon offsets. It is thus conceivable that a similar line of
reasoning is adopted by MRE with respect to these offsets. Although concrete evidence is
lacking, it remains a valid suggestion MRE purposively blocks a carbon conservation
approach to REDD for protection of national sovereignty. As an alternative, the Brazilian
government has proposed a development approach (see next section).
4.2.3.

Development approach to REDD

The growing presence of REDD in international debates (see chapter 2) has been a direct
challenge to the Brazilian reluctance to adopt the mechanism. In 2006, at COP12 in
Nairobi, Brazil succumbed to this pressure and announced an official proposal that would
later become known as REDD (IPAM, 2011). This proposal did not entail the carbon
conservation approach discussed in the previous section, but instead adopted a new
development approach to REDD. Interestingly, this approach preceded discussions on
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safeguards, which entered the scene only in 2010 (see chapter 2). While the research
data do not provide clues to the extent of the reciprocal influence between international
and Brazilian debates (nor is it part of the research focus), they do suggest that
endogenous rather than exogenous factors have been important in the formulation of a
national REDD strategy. These endogenous factors largely concentrate around a change
in

perception

about

development.

In

the

past

two

decades

the

governmental

understanding of development has moved from clashing with environmental concerns,
especially with respect to reducing deforestation, to arguments for an integration into
sustainable development practices.
The clash of development and environmental concerns has diminished since the latter
emerged on the public agenda in the 1990s (see section 4.1), but nonetheless this clash
was still present when REDD arrived at the scene. During the evolution of REDD,
development remained a high priority for the Amazon region, which governmental
organizations believe to be in dire conditions. SAE/PR exaggerates by saying that people
in the Amazon “are still in the rock ages”, immediately suggesting that “what they have
in the cities, they should have in the field” (interviewee #5). Moreover, people live in a
situation where land is a necessity for survival (interviewee #9), which emerged out of
an accumulation of governmental colonization policies (see section 4.1). In such a
situation, development was often synonymous to deforestation, because forests were
usually cleared for large scale agriculture, infrastructure and other economically
attractive activities (Hecht & Cockburn, 1989). Reducing deforestation evidently
contradicts general concerns in this development oriented situation and thus becomes a
challenging endeavor. The recent crisis suggests that this is not merely a challenge of the
past as Brazil struggles to maintain economic growth (Economist, 2012). Such a vision of
the Amazon region clearly supports the conviction that the Amazon is a region drenched
in complex social activities (see previous section). Comparing this understanding of the
Amazon with the increasing international pressure to deal with environmental issues (see
above), this inevitably seems to result into an ultimatum.
In anticipation on this ultimatum, the Brazilian government has put significant effort
in changing its conception of development. The previous decade witnessed a transition
from conventional development to sustainable development, specifically due to the
realization that a continuation of business as usual will not yield a similar reduction of
deforestation between 2004 and 2010 (see chapter 1) while maintaining economic
growth. SAE/PR underscores this observation:

“[Historically], we are fighting against activities in the Amazon, against
agriculture. (…) We have to work with them, with the good ones, to avoid
deforestation. This is the big chance of the policies.” … “The big deforestation is
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controlled in Brazil. (…) Nowadays the challenge is to work with these small
points of deforestation (…) The deforestation is getting small. When it was large,
it was [relatively] easy to control.”
– Interviewee #5 –

With respect to the Amazon region, this transition is currently articulated in the National
Plan for Climate Change (PNMC) as well as the Sustainable Amazon Plan (PAS), while the
Action Plan for Prevention and Control of the Legal Amazon Deforestation (PPCDAm)
represents a further operationalization of these plans (see figure 4-2). The latter builds
the transition on three distinct pillars, which SAE/PR effectively describes:

“We have three paths [of environmental policy-making]. The first one is control.
The second is regularization. And [the last one] is promotion. To have this
promotion you have to have regularization first, so it is one of the conditions to
work on in these municipalities. You have to divide these municipalities
according to these conditions. We can’t work with [promotion] before we have
regularization.”
– Interviewee #5 –

SAE/PR seems to indicate a sequence in which the plan will be implemented. While
monitoring and control continues to hoover on the background, promotion of sustainable
activities can only take place when regularization of the political economy (e.g. property
PAS
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Figure 4-2: Hierarchy of environmental policies
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rights) has already occurred. In this context, reducing deforestation is no longer a
matter of defending conservation units from harmful activities (e.g. cattle ranching) or
mere sanctioning non-compliance with environmental legislation, but becomes an effort
to reduce the environmental impact of the very activities that cause it.
It is remarkable that REDD is not articulated in either PNMC, PAS or PPCDAm.
Nonetheless, representatives from both MMA and SAE/PR confirm that REDD is involved
in these plans, but refrain from explication to preclude the sovereignty threat of
uncontrolled REDD activity in the Amazon. A representative of SAE/PR suggests that
Brazil needs a strong legal framework in which REDD can be regulated and controlled
before explicitly articulating it in official documents. More specifically, the Brazilian
government seeks a kind of warranty to ensure the future dominance of the development
approach of REDD. The following quote reflects this observation:

“Brazil does not have regulation about REDD, so [currently] we are working in
this ministry and the ministry of environment (…) on how Brazil could work with
this in the future. We did not put this mechanism [explicitly] in this part of the
process (i.e. strategy), but we can do this later. Nowadays we do not have the
regime [for this]. … We would like to [apply REDD], but (…) we have to have this
REDD process on paper [that says] ‘these are the rules’. (…). REDD is not ready
yet.”
– Interviewee #6 –

Instead, REDD is subsumed under a group of mechanisms that provide for the financial
resources of these plans. This has the important implication that the mechanism is not a
central policy for reducing deforestation, but has been reduced to a mere fundraising

Box 4-4: REDD projects – promoting sustainable development
One of the projects of the NGO Instituto Ouro Verde (IOV), which receives financial resources from the
Amazon Fund, helps small farmers to compete with large landholders through the introduction of new
local markets for sustainable agricultural production. While large landholders sell established products,
such as meat, milk and soy, IOV aims to create a market for forest products (e.g. cajú, manioc, corn,
cupuaçu, nuts, etc.). The latter products require a more sustainable land use and thus contribute to
reducing deforestation in the Amazon region. This process empowers small landholders, which acts as a
tempering force to large-scale agriculture. IOV contributes to this process through organizational advice
and provision of financial resources. A PhD researcher (interviewee #3) explains that this type of REDD
project changes the political economy of the region, which means that the organization of economic
activities will find a new balanced state.
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mechanism to provide financial support to the national plan for sustainable development
in the Amazon. Box 4-4 illustrates this new role of REDD as well as the diminished
importance of carbon. This new understanding of REDD reveals two important aspects
with respect to the process of institutionalization. First and foremost, REDD as an idea
currently appears to be equivalent to or replaced by the idea of sustainable development.
In addition, it seems that governmental organizations prefer to articulate the latter rather
than the former as their national strategy. A representative of MMA provides the
evidence:

“Brazil saw that REDD as a public policy is very convenient, because we were
already seeking REDD. We were already seeking things that were in the way of
the green economics. Here in the ministry, REDD is treated very nearly to (…)
our plan against deforestation: PPCDAm. (…) REDD is one element that puts
together all those other policies that were already in the field. That is the
interesting thing about REDD.”
– Interviewee #6 –

This preference for sustainable development is understandable considering the implicit
power relations between governmental organizations (see section 4.1). It diverts
attention from the idea of payments for ecosystem services as embodied in REDD while
at the same time maintaining the priority of development over environmental issues. As
such, sustainability could be understood as the condition in which development should
take place. The second revelation with respect to the institutionalization process derives
from this proximity to sustainable development and labels REDD as an object that
provides financial resources. A representative of SAE/PR illustrates this observation:

“This part we are now working on started this year [and] is part of promoting the
forest… And this is one of the points: how can we be promoting these activities?
One is REDD. It could be a (…) financial system to promote [sustainability]. (…)
REDD for us is a positive incentive to promote [people in the Amazon] to go to a
sustainable way.”
– Interviewee #5 –

Currently, the Amazon Fund is the only financial resource that is related to REDD, but
MMA predicts that REDD funds will multiply to improve their allocation and to make them
more accessible to a wider public. This is congruent with an observation of the foreign
researcher, who judges the requirements for access to financial resources in the Amazon
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Box 4-5: REDD projects – enhancing enforcement capacity
One of the REDD projects that is a focus for a foreign PhD researcher (interviewee #3) involves a project
contributing to the enhancement of governmental enforcement capacity. This project helps agricultural
actors with their production activities with the requirement that they abide by legislation concerning
deforestation (including registration in a national register). The most important achievement of this
project is a regularization of all property rights (all land owners registered) as well as an improvement in
the governmental capacity to monitor deforestation and enforce its legislation. The ultimate goal would be
to take part in a ‘nested approach’, where registers exist at different levels (municipal, state, national and
international) linked to one another.

Fund (i.e. the level of expertise and organizational capacity) to be fairly high, thus
denying access to a large group of smaller organizations.
This new understanding of REDD raises questions about the importance of carbon
that was the central tenet of the original concept. At the project level, the focus on
sustainable development seems to have replaced the carbon focus (see box 4-4). The
process of financial resource allocation of the Amazon Fund provides clear evidence of
this. Surprisingly, the requirements for obtaining these resources are not based on the
amount of carbon emissions prevented through a particular project. Instead, as a foreign
anthropologist observed, resources are allocated to projects through a so-called
readiness approach. He explains this with reference to one of the REDD projects in his
research:

“It is not the data of avoided emissions that allowed them to apply for money. It
was the technical expertise that went into the readiness that made their financial
partners see that ‘oh, these guys are really serious. They have publications.
They have all this expertise’. And they do indeed have a lot of expertise.”
– Interviewee #3 –

At the national level, however, carbon has not been abolished. The same anthropologist
observes that monitoring activities have been “outsourced to the national government”
while REDD projects support this national endeavor. Another project in his research does
exactly this (see box 4-5). This immediately implies the necessity of the same monitoring
systems and deforestation models described in section 4.3.1. as indicators of progress.
Carbon is indeed a very quantifiable indicator of climate change mitigation and accurately
shows the progress Brazil is making with respect to their UNFCCC target. Instead of
attributing these results to REDD, however, Brazil prefers sustainable development as the
overarching concept.
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The development approach to REDD, supported by governmental organizations as
well as BNDES and IOV, has modified the original concept in two significant ways. First, it
has been reduced from an idea for reducing deforestation to an object for attracting
financial resources. Second, carbon is primarily a governmental concern rather than
incorporated in individual projects. In this sense, REDD has become part of a greater
whole (i.e. sustainable development) rather than a distinctive mechanism for policymaking.

4.3.

Governance challenges

Under the surface of the substantial debates on REDD in Brazil one finds a huge
discussion with respect to the organization of REDD. The most important question in this
discussion is what kind of governance the mechanism requires in order to be successful.
The previous section already implied that advocates of the carbon conservation approach,
such as CGV, CDI, IPEA and IPAM, typically prefer a market approach to REDD whereas
advocates of the development approach, including MMA, MRE, SAE/PR and IOV, argue for
a more governmentally controlled approach. Currently, the latter group is evidently most
dominant in Brazil, but observations indicate room for shifts. These discussions could
certainly be characterized as a battlefield where persuasion power is the armor. The
outcome of this battle would have significant consequences for the institutionalization of
REDD in Brazil and determines which elements of both approaches will continue to set
the stage in the future. This section describes this still evolving battle. On the one hand,
it addresses the current power relations between both groups and the arguments and
counterarguments they put forth. On the other hand, it elaborates on the dynamic
process that have yielded this situation.
4.3.1.

Defense of the government

Advocates of the development approach to REDD in Brazil clearly stress the importance
of governmental intervention. Arguments for such a governmentally controlled approach
to REDD are largely justified through its historical involvement in two policy fields. First,
as

section

4.1

mentioned,

the

Brazilian

government

has

been

responsible

for

development of Brazil in general and of the Amazon region in particular. Only since the
1990s a second policy-field raised the awareness that this development has its
environmental consequences. It is not surprising that the Brazilian government considers
these policy fields to be intimately related to each other. As such, their approach with
respect to REDD attracts much responsibility to the government itself. The allocation of
financial resources provide a clear example of how this works in practice:
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“Part of the money should come to the government to improve research and
technology, because when you talk about forests in the Amazon, [you talk
about] low technology. We are still in the rock era in the Amazon. It is
unbelievable. We should improve technology in the Amazon (…) in all ways, so
they can have health programs, security programs [and so forth]. What they
have in the cities, they should have in the field.”
– Interviewee #5 –

The historical responsibility for development and deforestation raises the consideration of
another justification for attracting REDD activities to the Brazilian government. REDD
seems to provoke a sense of justice with respect to the division of financial costs for
mitigating climate change. They perceive REDD as a way of compensating for the
environmental services they provide for the world. A representative of SAE/PR illustrates
this conviction:

“We have had a lot of efforts to reduce deforestation in the recent years. REDD
could be a good mechanism to compensate our reduction of deforestation. (…)
[In the past], we have lost this opportunity. Brazil was doing a lot to reduce, but
none of this money is coming [this way].”
– Interviewee #5 –

The combination of these factors fortifies their arguments for a governmental approach
to REDD. Outside the Brazilian government, some actors, such as BNDES and Amazon
Fund recipients like IOV, support this view more indirectly through their participation in
the national strategy for sustainable development.
Despite these efforts to maintain governmental control over the mechanism, there
seems to be a niche for market actors that is expected to expand in the future. This niche
stems from a tolerance towards alternative REDD initiatives, which the Brazilian
government does not prohibit. Section 4.3.3. already indicated such a tolerance with
respect to the reluctance to explicitly mention REDD in official documents, where the
mechanism was not considered to be ready and requires appropriate legislation. A
representative of MMA even confirms that a post hoc augmentation of a market-based
involvement is a possibility for the future:

“We do not deal directly with voluntary markets in this strategy, but we do not
forbid it [either]. It will still exist as an option, but at MMA we do not deal with
that.”
– Interviewee #6 –
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While this observation clearly confirms the substantial as well as organizational plurality
of REDD, a more important implication is that position of governmental organization is in
motion. It suggests a future retreat of the government to make room for market actors.
Even though the likelihood seems convincing, however, to make such a conclusion still
seems premature.
4.3.2.

Attacks from the market

Actors preferring a carbon conservation approach to REDD, such as CGV, CDI and IPEA,
differ in their argumentation with respect to one fundamental aspect. They assert that
the government does not have the capacity to provide for the financial resources to carry
out REDD projects in the Amazon, and immediately suggest the conviction that a free
market is more capable of performing this task. While some companies, like CGV, neglect
governance debates as they focus on their own activities, others, like CDI, have a
broader focus and explicate their views on this matter:

“I think it is unrealistic to think that projects, or even state-wide or nation-wide
programs, can finance positive incentives to all communities since there are not
sufficient financial resources for that. (…) You need a market to provide [these]
resources.”
– Interviewee #9 –

At the same time, these actors recognize an important role to play by the Brazilian
government. This role involves setting the boundaries of an arena in which market actors
operate freely, which for REDD comes down to environmental legislation and property
rights. From an economic point of view, this is considered an appropriate and effective
role to play by the government (Tietenberg & Lewis, 2010). An economist working for
IPEA confirms this:

“Most of these proposals, like technology transfer, technological advancements
or technological changes, are the basis of the green economy. They can only be
made through market based mechanisms. (…) Of course by training, I don’t see
anything different. I really believe that is the only way to do it. I don’t know if it
is going to succeed, but I don’t see any other way of doing this. At last people
can see the value of natural assets to their pockets. (…) Of course it is not only
this. You would have to add educational programs, social awareness and so on
and so forth, but that is just a complementary… it is not itself the hard core of
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the change. The hard core of the change is to change the relative price and the
property rights. That is my training and my belief.”
– Interviewee #4 –

What these actors aim for is a passive role for the government, focusing on activities of
complementary nature, while private companies can address ‘the hard core of change’.
This, in turn, touches upon ideas of capitalism or neoliberalism that currently dominate
global economies. Many scholars already observe a commodification of forests in
concepts like neoliberal conservation (Roth & Dressler, 2012; see also chapter 2), a
phenomenon that includes the market-based approach to REDD.
While this market approach to reducing carbon emission already exists to some
extent, however, some actors observe a problem that fundamentally jeopardizes its
opportunities to thrive. The global market for carbon credits is characterized by
oversupply and relatively low demand. In such a situation, economics teaches that prices
remain low and, as such, the business has limited profitability. CDI asserts that if this
demand cannot somehow be stimulated, a market-based approach to REDD will not be
able to finance REDD projects. The following elucidates this point:

“Many people are quite concerned in this sector that in the upcoming years there
will be an oversupply of emission reductions certified under different schemes,
for example under the VCS, but insufficient demand. In fact, there are already a
few validating projects or projects that are very advanced, [but] are running into
difficulties to find investors to continue. … The most important of all is the
demand side. It can be as complex as you want if there [the] price for a ton of
reduced [carbon] emissions is high. You can do very complex things. If it’s just a
few cents, you can do nothing. At the end of the day it boils down to the volume
and the price that will be demanded. Right now we are debating a system that is
quite complex.”
– Interviewee #9 –

The complexity of REDD mentioned here stems from the introduction of safeguards to the
mechanism, which indeed seems to suggest that this aspect of REDD might pose a
problem for the survival of any market. CDI suggests here that an insufficient demand is
clearly a weakness for REDD. At the same time, he suggests that the level of complexity
determines the feasibility of REDD to some extent. The more complex the mechanism,
the less chance it has of success. Even though it remains a weakness and constraint for
advocates of the liberal market, they strongly argue that a simpler mechanism based on
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just carbon has more chance of survival than a mechanism that requires the inclusion of
safeguards.

4.4.

A different shade of REDD

The institutionalization process of REDD in Brazil seems to be a case of history repeating
itself. Governmental organizations have played, and still play, a strong role in this. MRE
defends the national sovereignty in a similar fashion as it did in the nearly 300 years of
its existence (see section 4.2.2). REDD, according to this organization, represents a
renewed effort to make deforestation in the Amazon region an international concern and
would thus provide a justification for intervention. Interpreting REDD in this manner, MRE
did not allow the mechanism to be based on carbon offsets, which prevents it to be
sufficiently tangible for foreign governments to get involved in. To some extent, this
applies to companies as well. Although this certainly warded off most of the pressure, the
success of REDD at the international level still required Brazil to get involved in the
mechanism. In the midst of this, Brazil was already gaining experience in combining two
opposing interests. Since the 1990s the country initiated the transition to sustainable
development, which would enable a continuation of its vision of development in the
Amazon region while at the same time contributing to global climate change mitigation.
Although this precedes the emergence of REDD, it is an important event that helps
understand that the mechanism moved towards a development approach (see section
4.3). This transition affected MMA too, which meant that environmental policies no longer
had to compete with development. It is a transition that currently still seems to take
place.
In the midst of this process, actors outside the government either go along with the
development approach to REDD (e.g. BNDES and IOV) or stick with alternative
approaches that usually resemble carbon conservation (e.g. CDI and CGV). The former is
indeed widespread in Brazil, principally because many of these organizations are financed
by governmental resources in the Amazon Fund. Even among market-based actors, such
as CGV, development is pivotal for a business in carbon credits. The latter remains only
sparsely present due to governmental tolerance with respect to alternative approaches.
The historical account of deforestation in the Amazon by Hecht and Cockburn (1989)
confirms that this seems a repetition of history as well, permitting foreign companies
(e.g. car producers such as Ford) to extract Amazonian resources (e.g. rubber). Indeed,
private companies were rarely impeded when their activities did not jeopardize national
sovereignty.
As already observed in previous sections, this repetition of history has created a
polarized situation with roughly two opposite camps (see figure 4-3). On the one hand, a
minority of actors cluster around a carbon conservation approach to REDD based on a
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liberal market, which could be considered a largely unchanged (or at least most
proximate) version of the original concept of REDD. This camp typically contains actors
with an economic background (e.g. CGV, CDI and IPEA) as well as advocates of the
economic approach (i.e. IPAM). In the opposite camp, on the other hand, a variety of
actors, mostly NGOs and governmental organizations, argue for a development approach
to REDD with a governmentally controlled market. Principally due to governmental
intervention, this approach clearly dominates the landscape of REDD in Brazil. Some
actors, however, do not seem to represent either camp (e.g. commercial agriculture). A
further analysis of the differences between these two approaches to REDD would
enhance understanding of the current objects of dispute that characterize REDD debates
in Brazil. In addition, as the original concept is implied in one of the approaches, it is
possible to understand the critical points of deviation as well as the factors that have
contributed to it. The following section contains this analysis.

BNDES
IOV

CA

IP

CGV

Current positions
Development

Development

Pre-REDD positions

SAE/PR

Conservation

Conservation

MMA
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CDI

Free market

SAE/PR

MRE

IPAM
IPEA

BNDES
IOV
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Gov. contr.

IPAM

IPEA
CDI

Free market

Figure 4-3: Changing actor positions in REDD institutionalization
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5.

Analysis and discussion

The previous chapter concluded with the identification of two distinct actor groups or, in
terms of interpretive policy analysis, communities of meaning. This chapter departs from
these communities of meaning and describes them using the cognitive, normative and
regulative elements of institutionalization (see chapter 3). These descriptions are
subdivided into two aspects of institutionalization, which are largely derived from
observations in the empirical data. First, the communities of meaning differ in the
understandings about deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon, which forms the foundation
for the interpretation of REDD. The second aspect extends on these understandings and
describes their implications on the organization or governance of REDD. These analyses
are reflected in the first two sections. The final section discusses the findings and
elaborates on the institution of REDD as well as the institutionalization of REDD. For
convenience purposes, the remnant of this chapter uses the word ‘conservationists’ to
refer to actors advocating the carbon conservation approach, while ‘developers’ will refer
to advocates of the development approach to REDD.

5.1.

Substantive discourses

In order to understand the process of institutionalization, an analysis must depart from
the very core of REDD. The mechanism finds its foundation in understandings about the
Brazilian Amazon, about deforestation therein, and about the very substance that
attracts all attention. This section sheds light on these understandings.
5.1.1.

Carbon matters

Throughout the institutionalization process of REDD in Brazil, carbon has remained an
important substance for both conservationists and developers. All actors, either explicitly
or implicitly, recognize the importance of carbon in climate change mitigation strategies
and, in addition, understand the role of forests as carbon sinks as well as the imminent
threat deforestation poses for these strategies. As such, both conservationists and
developers argue for reducing deforestation in order to contribute to climate change
mitigation. The clearest reflection of this shared understanding of carbon lies with the
monitoring systems and deforestation models one needs for generating information with
respect to REDD achievements. In addition, the corresponding ideas of permanence,
leakage and additionality equally seem to apply to all actors involved in REDD. At the
same time, however, it is the only commonality between the groups that has been
detected in this research. This implies that, although referring to the same object (i.e.
carbon), both groups understand carbon very differently, which immediately raises the
question about what these differences entail.
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One of the differences concerns the level at which carbon plays an important role.
Conservationists generally tend to perceive carbon as an important substance at the
project level. One can observe this with respect to PDD requirements. The CEO of CDI, a
private consulting company for carbon valuation projects like REDD, argued that all
projects require some reference to carbon emissions reductions, which is the very core of
the mechanism. CGV, an Irish carbon trader, reflects this understanding as well, arguing
that the company conducts extensive research for each of its projects in order to
establish the carbon contained in the project areas. Developers, on the other hand, do
not take such a strict position in their requirements for financial resource allocation (the
main function of carbon information). One of the REDD projects financed by the Amazon
Fund even claims to have no reference at all with respect to carbon emissions reductions.
Other projects do have such a reference, but other factors (e.g. expertise) seem to be
more decisive for obtaining financial resources. Whereas the importance of carbon at the
project level is greatly diminished compared to conservationist understanding, it seems
all the more important at the national level. One scholar suggested the focus on reducing
carbon emissions has been outsourced to the federal government, which is a plausible
observation considering the many references in PNMC, PAS and PPCDAm.
A second difference can be observed with respect to the information one requires
about the substance. Conservationists use information about carbon emissions reductions
to establish a monetary value for a ton of carbon. CGV, for example, establishes carbon
credits that the company buys from local people and sells to private organizations in
Europe, thereby translating carbon into a kind of currency. This indeed represents the
very core of PES as described in chapter 2. Developers do not make this translation into
a monetary value. Scientific literature does focus on estimating the costs of REDD, but
these estimates are based on implementation costs, transaction costs and opportunity
costs of REDD projects rather than the establishment of a market price for carbon based
on willingness to pay (see chapter 2). Instead, developers merely rely on information
about carbon emissions reductions at the national level in order to determine the
progress of (their contribution to) climate change mitigation.
The third and final difference relates to incentives for focusing on carbon as an
important object. Apart from contributing to climate change, conservationists attach to
carbon the idea of profitability. As already mentioned above, carbon is easily translated
into a monetary value, which makes it tradable. This implies a possibility for starting a
business in carbon trading, which is most clearly exemplified in the activities of CGV.
Even outside direct carbon trading companies one could observe the incorporation of the
idea of profitability, such as with consultancy for carbon related projects in the case of
CDI. Reducing carbon emissions thus becomes economically attractive. Developers do
not have such strong economic incentives for involvement in carbon. The Amazon Fund
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does receive donations for reducing deforestation and related carbon emissions under the
auspices of the REDD initiative, but there is no evidence for the direct relation between
these financial resources and substantial emissions reductions. Recipients of these
resources, such as IOV, should in most cases comply to the requirement of carbon
reference, but arguments above suggest that this requirement is not decisive. The
Brazilian government seems instead to be persuaded by the international community to
get involved in REDD. This is most obvious considering historical evidence, where in the
1990s the government seemed reluctant to address environmental issues in general
while with the turn of the millennium it initially opposed an inclusion of forests in the
CDM mechanism. An identical behavior has been observed with respect to REDD.
These differences constitute carbon in very diverging ways. Conservationists regard
avoided carbon emissions as a product or commodity that can be demanded and supplied
by virtually anyone. Monitoring systems and deforestation models become important
objects for controlling this commodity as well as for establishing a monetary value for
carbon. Developers do not share this understanding. They incorporate carbon in their
activities, but at the same time seem to lack a commitment to the substance. Instead of
understanding it as a commodity, developers tend to refer to reducing carbon emissions
as a goal of not even high priority. This suggests involvement of other interests that play
a role in the institutionalization of REDD in Brazil.
5.1.2.

REDD beyond carbon

Actors involved in REDD are aware that the Amazon is not merely characterized by the
presence of an ecosystem that provides the extraordinary service (or product) of avoided
carbon emissions. Both conservationists and developers add at least three distinct, yet
coherent, characteristics other than being an immense carbon sink. First, they stress the
region is largely underdeveloped in comparison with other parts of Brazil, especially the
south-east with cities like São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. A second characteristic concerns
the ineffective law enforcement, especially with respect to property rights, and the
related illegal activities that contribute to deforestation. Finally, actors involved in REDD
share the conviction that deforestation in the Amazon has already been greatly reduced,
and, as such, becomes harder to achieve further reduction due to its sparse distribution
over the region. While conservationists as well as developers share these additions to
understanding the situation in the Amazon, it seems that the latter takes these
characteristics more seriously. This is already visible in the number of articulations
between the groups, but is even more obvious with the degree of integration into their
distinct approaches to REDD.
Conservationists are ambivalent about this broader understanding of the situation in
the Brazilian Amazon, which largely draws the focus to safeguards. On the one hand,
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actors believe that safeguards are a distraction from the core, that is, reducing carbon
emissions. The CEO of CDI articulated this point most explicitly in an interview, where he
argued that REDD should have maintained its focus on carbon despite other pressing
issues in the Amazon. The CEO of CGV, on the other hand, argues that the exact
opposite is the case with respect to his company. While safeguards indeed play a large
role in its activities, CGV clearly maintains its focus on carbon. It is obvious that
conservationists remain faithful to avoided carbon emissions as the product of
conservation and are not enchanted by safeguards even when incorporating them in their
interpretation of REDD.
Contrary to conservationists, developers view the broader understandings about the
situation in the Amazon as the very foundation of their perception of REDD, which point
to the idea of sustainable development. A number of observations support this notion.
First, nearly all actors have a predominant occupation with development in general. It
has been a prime governmental concern for nearly three centuries, raising numerous
institutions (including IPEA and BNDES) in the process. The policies put forth by these
efforts to develop the Amazon also contributed to the insecure property rights regime
that currently contributes to deforestation, which provokes a sense of responsibility (see
section 2.1). In addition, NGOs receiving financial resources from the Amazon Fund, such
as IOV, also depart from a sense of responsibility to improve the livelihoods in the
Amazon. The sustainability component of development, secondly, was added from the
conviction that development and environment cannot be held separately. Observations
with respect to the Brazilian government obviously point to the emergence of
environmental issues in the 1990s as well as the introduction of forests in both CDM and
REDD mechanisms, which initially provoked fierce opposition followed by reluctant
acceptance. With time they adopted the idea that one does not necessarily have to
exclude the other. IOV has arrived at this idea as well, which stems from the importance
of environmental aspects of development for local farmers. Thirdly, the Brazilian
government is aware that, given the current economic crisis and the situation in the
Amazon, it is unrealistic to think that trend in reducing deforestation in Brazil can be
maintained in the future using conventional approaches to environmental policy (i.e. law
enforcement, establishment of conservation units, etc.). The final observation represents
a consolidation of the previous points and is reflected in the national sustainability plans
(i.e. PNMC, PAS and PPCDAm). The main pillars of these plans (i.e. regularization of
legislation, promotion of sustainable development and improvements in monitoring
deforestation) indeed build on the broader understanding of the situation in the Amazon
rather than the narrow carbon focus. The total package of coherent issues addressed by
REDD implies a need for information about not just avoided carbon emissions, but also
with respect to social (e.g. poverty) and economic (e.g. GDP and employment) aspects of
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the progress of REDD. As such, developers approach REDD as something akin to (or
replaced by) the idea of sustainable development.

5.2.

Governance discourses

The understandings of REDD, as presented in the previous section, have their effects on
the governance of the mechanism. Not surprisingly, conservationists will argue for an
entirely different form of governance than developers will argue for. This section outlines
the effects of both REDD interpretations on the organization of events as well as the
institutional roles implied in these events.
5.2.1.

Carbon conservation markets

As conservationists understand avoided carbon emissions as a product, they argue that
the best organizational form to facilitate production is to establish a market for it. The
example of CGV illustrates best how this would work. CGV conducts research in an area
to determine the total quantity of carbon emissions that could be avoided with a REDD
project. Subsequently, it translates the avoided carbon emissions into carbon credits,
which allows for access to monetary markets anywhere else in the world. The final step is
to sell these credits to companies (or governmental organizations) that need to reduce
their emissions in terms of carbon. In this process, it does not matter whether the
company owns the forested area or not (CGV does not own land, but carbon credits) or
whether the company contributes to the development of the area or not (CGV provides
development support). There is one important requirement for such an approach to
REDD in order to make it successful. The activities that constitute the company should be
profitable to secure business continuation. The goal of contributing to climate change
mitigation certainly is a vital motivation for succeeding in such a business, but the
company risks bankruptcy if the financial benefits do not match up. This certainly makes
carbon conservation an economic rather than environmental endeavor.
The problem with a market-based approach to REDD is that the market for avoided
carbon emissions seems distorted. This point is recognized by both conservationists and
developers. Markets work through the famous interaction of supply and demand, which
should be in balance to come to an optimal price for a specific quantity. With respect to
REDD, there appears to be an abundance of supply as the Amazon rainforest still covers
a vast area. However, this area has an insecure property right system that makes
business very dubious (see previous section). This ‘oversupply’, according to the CEO of
CDI, is not balanced by sufficient demand for avoided carbon emissions. The economic
tendency would be to lower price to stimulate demand. IOV even fears that, in the
future, supply will be controlled to match demand, which means that in a world of free
market deforestation would actually be allowed to a point that most certainly does not lie
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below current rates. Notwithstanding future speculations, it should be clear that a market
for avoided carbon emissions is not (yet) operable.
This is where conservationists see a role for government intervention. The most
prominent intervention, according to an IPEA economist, concerns the establishment of
secure property rights to facilitate business in the Amazon. As scholarly literature
recognize the currently insecure property rights regime in the Brazilian Amazon as most
contributing to deforestation (see chapter 2), this intervention would create certainty
about land ownership and, in extension, carbon credit ownership. The IPEA economist
suggested that other interventions should be related to relative prices, which should
allow sustainably manufactured products to become competitive with other, more
unsustainably manufactured products. As a result, the market should gradually shift to
sustainability if such practices become profitable, which indirectly reduces deforestation.
5.2.2.

Governmental funds

In order to best illustrate the governance arrangements implied in the government
controlled development approach to REDD, it is necessary to reexamine the place of
REDD in Brazilian environmental policy-making. As argued in the previous section, the
purpose of REDD is to contribute to climate change mitigation by reducing deforestation
and its coherent carbon emissions. At the same time, however, it showed that the
Brazilian government pursues multiple values related to environmental, economic and
social aspects of the Amazon region. As such, developers regard the purpose of REDD as
a mere part the overarching idea of sustainable development, which has become a norm
for achieving these multiple values. Since their interpretation of REDD should pursue
these values instead of introducing a new commodity, the mechanism required a new
approach. The arguments of MRE referring to sovereignty protection prevented that the
mechanism would be based on carbon as a commodity while a fusion of MMA and SAE/PR
interests introduced a new interpretation. This new approach focused on the potential for
fund raising.
Developers primarily use REDD to raise the financial resources necessary to execute
the national plans for sustainable development (i.e. PNMC, PAS and PPCDAm). Fund
raising is exclusively based on voluntary donations from foreign governments and
corporations, and ‘stored’ in the Amazon Fund. The Amazon Fund is currently the only
installed entity that distributes these financial resources to individual REDD projects
scattered over the Amazon region. As mentioned earlier, this distribution poses some
requirements to the organization receiving these resources, such as information on
(expected) carbon emissions reductions and level of expertise. Usually, BNDES selects
projects that contribute to either enhancement of monitoring capacity, regularization of
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legislation or promotion of sustainable activities. IOV, for example, received its financial
resources for its contribution to the latter objective.
The whole process, from the strategic planning with respect to REDD to the allocation
of financial resources, is government controlled. The partnership of SAE/PR and MMA is
concerned with policy-making while BNDES manages and allocates its financial resources.
There is no evidence whether another governmental organization is occupied with fund
raising, but since it involves voluntary donations one could assume that it is absent. The
sheer fact that fund raising depends on voluntary donations already implies some degree
of uncertainty about the availability of financial resources for REDD, something that does
not seem to be an issue for conservationists. The execution of REDD projects is a
responsibility for NGOs as well as governmental organizations at state and municipal
levels (see BNDES, 2012). It is remarkable that the market does not play any role in the
whole organization of REDD events other than perhaps as donator. At the same time,
however, both SAE/PR and MMA suggested that market-based actors might become
involved in the future, but they are still very cautious. This caution can be observed in
parallel suggestions that REDD funds should be multiplied to increase access to financial
resources for people in the Amazon. Moreover, the previous sections argues that REDD
needs to include a product that can be traded, which is clearly absent in the development
approach to the mechanism.

5.3.

Discussion

The previous sections have outlined two distinct communities of meaning that one can
observe in the institutionalization process of REDD in Brazil. It should be noted, however,
that this distinction is a mere simplification of reality where subtle nuances in particular
projects may not be in accordance with the descriptions above. CGV, for example,
asserts that development is a prerequisite for reducing deforestation and coherent
carbon emissions. Similarly, IOV revealed skepticism towards REDD, particularly to the
creation of a market, while simultaneously enjoying financial resources from the Amazon
Fund. Nevertheless, this research asserts that all REDD initiatives in Brazil can be
characterized as either market based carbon conservation or (taking part in) government
controlled development. This section discusses the findings with respect to the
‘institution’ of REDD as well as the institutionalization of REDD.
5.3.1.

The ambivalence of REDD

The mechanism of REDD is indisputably the outcome of an interpretational process in
which ambiguity is abundant. The differences between both communities of meaning are
indeed more common than similarities (see table 5-1). The analysis on previous pages
reveals that substantive discourses on REDD largely determine the interpretation of
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governance discourses. This section elaborates on this relation as well as the implications
for REDD.
Institutional aspects

Market-based carbon conservation

Government controlled development

Cognitive dimension
-

Objects

Carbon emissions

Carbon emissions

Monitoring systems

Monitoring systems

Deforestation models

Deforestation models

Carbon credits

Voluntary funds

-

Events

Supply and demand

Fundraising and allocation

-

Ideas

Leakage, permanence, additionality

Leakage, permanence, additionality

Profitability

Sustainable development

Ecosystem valuation
-

Roles

M: management conservation projects

M: Provision financial resources?

G: providing optimal market conditions

G: Strategy supervision

Normative dimension
-

Norms

Free market (Invisible hand)

Sustainable development

-

Values

Climate change mitigation

Maintaining sovereignty

Avoided carbon emissions

Economic growth

Profitability

Climate change mitigation
Reducing poverty

Regulative dimension
-

Rule-setting

Government intervention with respect to

Government

relative prices and property rights

down, starting with strategy
Articulation

implements

of

REDD

REDD

rules

top-

primarily

through allocation of finances
-

Monitoring

Monitoring

of

carbon

emissions

at

Monitoring

of

carbon

emissions

at

project level (market)

national level (nested approach)

Monitoring of compliance to legislation

Monitoring of compliance to legislation

by government

as part of REDD
No explicit monitoring with respect to
achieving goals at project level

-

Sanctioning

Allocation of financial resources largely
based on readiness approach

Table 5-1: Comparison of the institutional elements of REDD in Brazil (derived from data)

An analysis of cognitive elements of REDD indicates some common ground between
conservationists and developers, which is principally related to carbon. Both communities
of meaning share the conviction that REDD should contribute to climate change
mitigation by reducing carbon emissions. This single object almost automatically requires
involvement of other objects related to carbon, particularly objects to measure and
predict carbon emissions and the underlying cause (i.e. deforestation). Moreover, both
communities of meaning include similar ideas with respect to carbon emissions, which
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involve leakage, permanence and additionality. However, this is where similarities cease
to appear from the empirical data. Conservationists further elaborate on this carbon
focus and translates information about actual and predicted carbon emissions into
financial objects or carbon credits, which clearly transforms avoided carbon emissions
into a product or commodity. The activities of CGV, for example, neatly show how these
carbon credits remain central to their REDD projects while at the same time considering
the co-benefits that these projects should provide (see box 4-2). Developers, on the
other hand, maintain carbon emissions reductions as one of the goals that REDD should
pursue, indicating a rather broader understanding of the mechanism. This broader
understanding becomes particularly obvious when considering normative elements.
Conservationists mainly value profitable efforts to reduce or avoid carbon emissions as
contribution to climate change mitigation. Developers, on the other hand, value an array
of social and environmental goals, including climate change mitigation, that converge
into sustainable development. The more recent REDD projects, such as the one managed
by IOV, certainly reflect this broader understanding of REDD (see box 4-3 and 4-4). This
dissimilarity of scope between conservationists and developers immediately suggests
different strategies for advocates of either community of meaning. An interpretation of
REDD that stresses the centrality of carbon and its potential for commodification point
towards the involvement of markets. Alternatively, an interpretation of REDD as a
mechanism that should contribute to sustainable development of the Amazon allows for
application as policy or governmental strategy.
In addition to the dissimilarity of scope, the analysis suggests that the interpretations
of the communities of meaning materialize rather differently in Brazil. The interpretation
of conservationists clearly reveals development in the individual elements of each
institutional dimension with a specific focus on carbon. This substance has been
translated into a currency and it has provoked the creation of a special market for it. This
market represents higher values and norms and it is becoming increasingly defined by
formal and informal rules (see table 5-1). These regulative, normative and cognitive
elements consistently relate to carbon, which suggests that REDD is stabilizing as an
institution. The interpretation of developers, however, paints a rather different picture.
The environmental, social and economic values implied in this understanding of REDD
seem to only partially materialize in the Brazilian society. Observations do not indicate
any regulative processes with respect to social aspects of REDD, and only partially with
respect to environmental aspects (i.e. missing biodiversity rules). In addition, there were
no observations showing that developers measure progress in these aspects of REDD,
while carbon emissions and financial costs are closely followed. While both developers
and conservationists referred to deforestation models and baselines, for example, such
measuring devices were not once mentioned for with respect to poverty alleviation. In
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this respect, the mechanism seems far away from the sustainable development approach
proclaimed by developers. The resulting dissimilarity of materialization explains why
people keep associating REDD with carbon emissions, financial resources and (perhaps)
markets, since other aspects of REDD, such as social and biodiversity goals (i.e.
safeguards; see chapter 2) are not materialized in Brazilian society. At the same time, it
remains peculiar that a partially materialized interpretation is dominant in Brazil. The
next section elaborates on this matter.
5.3.2.

The institutionalization of REDD

REDD in Brazil shows some resemblance to REDD at the international level despite the
initially observed differences (see chapter 1). While UN-REDD proliferates financial
resources to REDD projects across the globe, the Amazon Fund is responsible for the
allocation of financial resources in the Amazon (see chapter 2). Moreover, both forms of
REDD reveal similarities with the concept of sustainable development. Finally, both
interpretations borrow concepts from the CDM mechanism, such as baselines (see
chapter 4). This suggests that mimesis can explain at least partially the process of
institutionalization in Brazil. However, this observation is not entirely accurate. While
some concepts of REDD indeed stem from the CDM mechanism, these debates occurred
before REDD arrived in Brazil in 2006 (see chapter 2). Similarly, the coordination of
REDD projects at the international level started two years after the official proposal of the
Amazon Fund (see UN, 2011). The resemblance with the concept of sustainable
development at both national and international level is not so much due to mimesis as it
is due to other institutional processes predating REDD (see below). Moreover, the
empirical data do not provide a clear indication that the dominance of the governmentally
controlled development approach to REDD is caused by mimetic processes.
Explanations related to processes of normative pressure (or professionalization) do
not seem to make significant contributions to understanding why the governmentally
controlled development approach dominates REDD debates in Brazil. These endogenous
stimuli for organizing a novel institution (see chapter 3) mainly occur at the international
level. From its introduction in 2003, REDD has bulged through the inclusion of
afforestation, reforestation, and forest degradation, and later added safeguards to its
repertoire (see chapter 2). REDD in Brazil emerged halfway this process before social and
environmental interests (i.e. safeguards) were added to the mechanism. Although
observations do not strongly support this, it seems that all interpretations of REDD in
Brazil stem from these initial debates in which the focus remained on reducing carbon
emissions. However, similar to mimetic processes, normative pressure is not able to
explain how these developments of the concept were transformed into two rather distinct
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interpretations with the Brazilian institutional context. This suggests that yet other
driving forces affect the institutionalization process.
The empirical data represented in the grand narrative (see chapter 4) shows an
abundance of evidence that coercive processes exerted the most influence on the process
of institutionalization. These processes resolve around two particular aspects of the
institutional context in Brazil. The first aspect concerns sovereignty protection, which has
played a significant role in avoiding that the central tenet of REDD would resolve around
carbon. This should mainly be considered as a value that is fiercely defended by
governmental organizations in Brazil, most notably MRE.

The most clearly illustrating

observations relate to the consistent opposition of including forests in mechanisms like
CDM and REDD. With respect to the latter, interviews with representatives of SAE/PR and
MMA confirmed that this opposition is still enacted by MRE despite its (reluctant) release
of some of the initial tension, which appears to imply a succumbing to international
pressure (see below). Although the main arguments have not been discovered in this
research, it is evident that they resolve around carbon offsets or carbon credits. A focus
on carbon would certainly collide with the national strategy for sustainable development,
which was already in progress when REDD emerged in the early 2000s. At the same
time, such a carbon focus would allow foreign governments and corporations to get
involved into deforestation issues in the Amazon. This indeed resembles international
arguments to internationalize the Amazon in the 1990s, which Brazil considered an
attack on national sovereignty as well. This defense of sovereignty by governmental
organizations goes so far that is seems to materialize as an informal rule, which is
implied in articulations from representatives of SAE/PR and MMA stating that they are
‘not allowed’ to do anything with carbon offsets. This aspect of the Brazilian institutional
context has certainly delayed institutionalization quite a bit. The institution of sovereignty
protection certainly explains why the original concept has not been automatically
accepted in Brazil as well as why the market-based carbon conservation approach to
REDD is not the dominant interpretation of the mechanism. At the same time, it helps
understand why the institutionalization of REDD seems a relatively creeping process,
which stems from the observation that the Brazilian government does not articulate
REDD in its documents.
A second aspect of the Brazilian institutional context concerns a combination of
interests in environmental protection and regional development of the Amazon, which
explain why the governmentally controlled development approach to REDD is dominant in
Brazil. The latter has indeed been a more important concern for at least two centuries,
but the 1990s witnessed an emerging awareness that efforts to stimulate development in
the Brazilian Amazon has deteriorated its forests and created an array of environmental
issues (see chapter 2). Moreover, novel understandings introduced the idea that the
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Amazon rainforests is a carbon sink, and deforestation of this region would contribute to
climate change. In response to these coercive forces, the Brazilian government has made
tremendous efforts to merge development policies with environmental policies. REDD
emerged in the midst of this process. Despite the initial disapproval of MRE to get
involved into REDD, SAE/PR and MMA saw and still see opportunities to harness the
‘strengths’ of the mechanism (i.e. raising financial resources). A similar merger of
environment and development is present at the municipal level. The work of IOV shows
that development indeed is a predominant concern for local farmers, but the NGO
observes a growing interest in the environment as well as sustainable practices. Whether
this stems from a need to comply to environmental legislation or an emerging
environmental awareness is not clear nor subject of this research, but it does suggest
that these seemingly contradictory concerns are merging in economic practices. In this
context of fusing interests, REDD can be understood as a mechanism that complies to its
environment (i.e. coercion).
This analysis shows that path dependence has been a major factor in the process of
institutionalization of REDD in Brazil, which relates to sovereignty and the concept of
sustainable development. This path dependence mainly occurs with respect to normative
and cognitive processes. As the analysis above describes, REDD in Brazil has been
significantly influenced by norms and values about how to govern the Amazon region
(i.e. sustainably developing the Amazon while maintaining sovereignty) as well as
understandings about what the region represents (i.e. resource pool, carbon sink,
underdeveloped, etc.). The observations in the empirical data do not reveal much
evidence for a path dependence with respect to regulative elements. Instead of colliding
with existing formal and informal rules, REDD seems to demand a strengthening of
legislation in the Amazon with respect to rule-making, monitoring and sanctioning
processes. Some of REDD projects in the Amazon Fund (see box 4-5) clearly reflect this
observation. As such, it is safe to say that the institutional context influences REDD with
respect to the normative and cognitive dimensions whereas REDD actually seems to
influence the institutional context with respect to the regulative dimension.
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6.

Conclusions

The narratives reproduced in this dissertation contribute to general understanding of the
institutionalization process. The introductory chapter outlined how such an understanding
is vital for establishing environmental policies and mechanisms that yield the desirable
effects. In retrospect, the following research question was designed to uncover some of
the mysteries behind the institutionalization of REDD in Brazil:

Which socioeconomic factors have shaped and are shaping the process of
institutionalization of REDD in Brazil?

The scrutiny of this process in previous chapters shows that the answer to this question
refers to the susceptibility of interpretations characteristic to REDD as well as largely
domestic drivers of institutionalization. The next sections elaborate on these factors. The
chapter concludes with some recommendations for policy-making as well as future
research.

6.1.

The susceptibility of interpretations

The act of interpretation is indisputably one of the main contributing factors to the
institutionalization process of REDD in Brazil, which confirms the assumption with which
this thesis started. Interpretations build on answers to the foundational questions about
the challenges that REDD intends to overcome. What is the Brazilian Amazon? Why is
deforestation a problem in this region? What is its importance in climate change
mitigation? This study showed how advocates of a market-based carbon conservation
approach to REDD (or ‘conservationists’) see the Amazon as a valuable lump of carbon
that requires conservation while advocates of a governmentally controlled development
approach (or ‘developers’) construct a more comprehensive picture of the same region.
In addition, as theoretical literature already indicated, interpretations are laden with
values, especially with respect to intervention strategies. Conservationists generally focus
on a single ecosystem service or product (i.e. avoided carbon emissions), whereas
developers stress a variety of environmental, social and economic benefits. These values
are only partially materialized in Brazilian society. While carbon emissions are closely
watched through models and baselines, for example, social values do not have such
indicators for progress. The rather broad understanding of REDD, advocated by most
actors in Brazil, combined with an inability to fully materialize in Brazilian society makes
it a rather intangible and ambiguous concept. This inevitably provokes a high
susceptibility to interpretation that allow for almost limitless options to construct REDD
projects.
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The discussion in the previous chapter started with the argument that the observed
communities of meaning (i.e. conservationists and developers) merely represent a
simplification of reality. Various interpretations among actors differ on details of these
simplifications (e.g. CGV is a conservationist that includes development aspects), thus
confirming that the possibilities for interpretation can be limitless. It is exactly this
multiplicity of interpretations that indicate that REDD mainly exists at the individual level.
These processes of meaning making are certainly not confined to Brazil. The emergence
of REDD in other countries is subject to similar interpretive forces as the ones illustrated
in this research. Individuals engaging into REDD add meaning to the mechanism much
like a reader adds meaning to a text. This suggests that interpretations of REDD may
vary between nations, between communities of meaning, and even between individuals
within a specific community of meaning. At the same time, the analysis of the
institutionalization of REDD in Brazil identifies one critical property that is characteristic
of the mechanism, which involves references to reducing carbon emissions. Indeed, the
analysis in the previous chapter indicated that the materialization of REDD in Brazil is
largely confined to institutional elements with reference to this object. REDD programs
and projects in other countries are expected to have a similar focus. In addition, the
analysis suggests that REDD involves a market in the broadest sense, but this
supposition is weakly confirmed by the empirical data due to non-usage of the term by
some actors (e.g. governmental organizations).
Despite their significance in the process of institutionalization, a mere focus on
interpretations fails to provide a comprehensive explanation of this process. Such a focus
would neglect the forces that determine social relations between actors involved in the
process and its coherent power relations. Why has the development approach to REDD in
Brazil prevailed over the carbon conservation approach? Why does the latter persist?
These questions refer to the context in which the mechanism emerges, which is the focus
of the next section.

6.2.

The centrality of path dependence

The institutionalization of REDD in Brazil has certainly been influenced by a confluence of
various factors, but path dependence deserves special emphasis. This research has
identified two particular aspects in the institutional context that have a significant
coercive influence on REDD in Brazil and constitute this path dependence. First, a
predominant concern with national sovereignty prevents the carbon conservation
approach to REDD from becoming the dominant interpretation in Brazil. As this
interpretation is largely implied in the original concept of REDD, it requires the
institutionalization process to go an entirely other direction. This opened doors for an
alternative interpretation, which finds its genesis in another institution. More specifically,
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it finds its genesis in two formerly distinct institutions that are in the process of merging
into one institution: sustainable development. The analysis of this research shows how
environmental concerns and development concerns merge into a single strategy, thus
forming a new institution. This institution is largely responsible for the emergence of the
development approach to REDD in Brazil. In this sense, REDD can be understood as a car
driving onto an onramp. This car needs to adapt to the speed and direction of other cars
already on the highway. Similarly, this research showed that REDD in Brazil adapts to the
institutional context, a process that is not yet completed when considering the unofficial
involvement of the mechanism in national policy-making.
This emphasis on coercive effects on REDD is not to disregard the effects of
normative pressure or mimetic processes. Mimesis mainly occurred with respect to
objects and ideas related to carbon, such as models, baselines, and references to
leakage, permanence and additionality. Normative pressure (or professionalization) took
place throughout the entire development of the concept of REDD (i.e. from expansion to
reforestation and afforestation to the inclusion of safeguards). However, most of these
processes occurred at the international level and preceded the introduction of REDD in
Brazil. Moreover, these driving forces cannot explain how REDD in Brazil developed a
distinctly different interpretation that currently dominates debates. As such, coercive
processes and, more specifically, path dependence have gained most attention.
Moreover, this emphasis on path dependence suggests the plausibility that REDD would
institutionalize differently in other countries due to varying institutional contexts. These
countries might be more open to international influence ( e.g. from UN-REDD), they
might favor an interpretation similar to the carbon development approach, or they might
even completely block REDD from taking part in their policies. This indeed, to some
extent, depends on the specific interpretations in that country, but the majority of the
explanation will refer to path dependency through existing institutions.

6.3.

Recommendations for policy-making

This research asks policy-makers to make a crucial decision with respect to the openness
of REDD to interpretation. One option is to reduce possibilities for interpretations by
elaborating on the properties of REDD into great detail. This would provide certainty
about what REDD constitutes, which currently is missing. If someone were to ask what
REDD is, one would hear a variety of interpretations similarly to what this research
illustrates. Providing uniformity to these interpretations to REDD would limit the room for
interpretation and increase certainty, which will have consequences for its performance.
In addition, it would be advisable to put effort in materializing REDD completely if one
were to pursue uniformity. REDD would thus become more visible with respect to social
and environmental (i.e. biodiversity) aspects, provided that this interpretation is
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desirable. Another option refers to the exact opposite, suggesting the maintenance of
interpretation possibilities. This allows for some flexibility or adaptability to the
institutional context in which the mechanism will evolve. This option should come with
the addition, however, to establish some key properties of REDD in order to maintain a
general identity. Considering the results of this research, one could think of articulating a
central role of avoided carbon emissions and, to some extent, an establishment of a
market in the broadest sense.
The decision between either of these two options is crucial, because debates at the
international level make a feeble attempt to do both. An effort to specify the properties of
REDD has resulted in a bulging of the mechanism that starts to exceed far beyond
original conceptualization (e.g. inclusion of safeguards and reference to land use change
in general), while at the same time policy-makers maintain openness (or vagueness) to
allow for interpretation. This becomes a very complex and costly mechanism to
implement, as actors have shown, to which countries like Brazil may not even take much
heed. This strongly suggests that broadly defined mechanisms are highly susceptible to
materialization problems. From an institutional theory point of view, a flexible mechanism
with some key properties clearly defined simplifies the institutionalization process in
many

countries,

while

specification

of

most

of

its

properties

may

accelerate

institutionalization in some countries.

6.4.

Recommendations for future research

This research does not pretend to contain a comprehensive analysis of the process of
institutionalization of REDD in Brazil. Firstly, it could support some of the arguments
raised through closer scrutiny. This holds for all aspects of this research, but directs
specific attention to some of the niches that remain. Some examples are the lack of data
on the position of MRE with respect to REDD as well as the relatively superficial
descriptions of currently existing REDD projects. Addition of this data would enrich the
empirical observations. At the same time, six months of research is insufficient to cover a
broad subject like REDD in Brazil. Secondly, the institutional focus of this research does
not allow for evaluation of performance in terms of actual reductions in deforestation and
coherent carbon emissions. This would require a broadening of the research design.
However, the research objective was to understand the process of institutionalization
rather than to evaluate its substantial performance. Finally, this research would like to
challenge scholars to test the hypotheses proposed here through a more in-depth
analysis of REDD institutionalization in Brazil.
The analysis and conclusions of this research also suggest a number of possibilities
for future scrutiny with respect to REDD institutionalization. The first suggestion is to
investigate the reciprocal relationship between Brazilian REDD strategies and REDD at
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the international level (e.g. UN-REDD). This perspective would yield an understanding of
how international debates have influenced REDD at the national level and vice versa. This
research identified some strong connections between Brazil and UNFCCC, but neglected
the underlying tensions that might be important in the process of institutionalization.
Secondly, an extension of this research to a cross-national comparative study would
contribute to a broader understanding of the institutionalization of REDD. As suggested in
the conclusions, REDD might institutionalize differently in other countries compared to
Brazil. A comparative study would not only gain knowledge about REDD in general, but
also about institutionalization of environmental policies in various forested countries.
REDD provides the unique opportunity to compare relatively similar policy arrangement
across the globe. Finally, this research sparsely observed an emerging resistance to the
concept of REDD. This resistance may become of such significance that it might affect the
current institutionalization process of REDD in Brazil. Combining with former suggestions
for future research, such a study should not be confined to Brazil.
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